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home governments. Indeed, there
has been a virtual armistice since the
negotiations began.
Mr. Sato said 'tonight that the
treaty will be signed in Portsmouth.
There is much anxiety among the
Portsmouth people lest the envoys
will go to Washington or Oyster Bay
to _feign. The Portsmouth people
want the peace to be called the peace
of Portssiouth. There it a plan to
JAPANESE USE PRECAUTION
NICHOLAS DECLARES
have the signing in the 'historical RESIDENTS GENERALLY
TO AVOID LOOPHOLES 1Ventworth house here
SHOW GOOD FEELING.
or in the aid
HIS GRATL:AILNESS
colonial dining-room of the Rockingham 'hotel.
Though Some Would Doubt the FulIt is quite likely that the treaty will Authorities Certain They Will Be European
Crown Heads and Statesbe signed wherever the president
filment, Peace in at
Able to Cope With Any
men
Are
Profuse in Their
wants it to be signed. Portsmouth
Hand.
Conditions.
Congratulation
people are planning to ask the presis.
dent to come here to witness the sigtug.
TREATY MAY BE
VIOCSBURG AND NATCHEZ
THE WORLD SEEMS
SIGNED AT PORTSMOUTH
CALEB POWERS' CASE
COMPLETELY CUT OFF
TO BE HAPPY NOW.

et TREATY IS SLOW

THE WORST MONTH WORDS OF PRAISE

Elaboration of Articles Is
Proceeding With Care.
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New Orleans Enters Sep Showered Upon President
tember With Little Fear.
Over Peace Result.

The
Portsmouth, N. H.; Aug. to.—Although the treaty of Portsmouth,is
now being prepared, slowly and cautiously, the ominous silence of Tokio
in regard to the agreement between
the peace plenipotentiaries cause a
feeling of uneasiness here. In fact,
some apprehension is expressed in
vario-us groups as to whether the
Tokio government will put its final
stanap of kppro vat ion the treaty
when completed.
Alarmists see a significance in the
fact that the minutes of Monday's
fateful meeting have not been signed
by the plenipotentiaries of the interested powers. While it is pointed out
that either side could still repudiate
the terms as agreed upon, both the
Russian and Japanese envoys scout at
such a turn of affairs.
Coupled with the silence of the
.Tokio government and the unsigned
minutes of the ccmference comes it
is apparent that mach dissatisfaction
wiM follow the minouncernsnt of the
concessions made by the Japanese,
while at the same time in Russia,
where it would seem that there
should be universal rejoicing over the
victory hi. Witte has won, the government seems to have received it
coldly.
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Washington, Aug. 31.—The appeal
of the state of Kentucky in its. case
against Caleb Powers, under prosecution on the charge of being a party
to the murder of Gov. Goebel, was
docketed yesterday in the supreme
court of the United States.
The
states appeal is from the decision of
Judge Cochran, of the Federal court,
and the only question involved is that
of jurisdiction. The names cif former Gov. Black of New York, and
former Gov. Yates, of Illinois, appear in the list of Powers" attorneys.

New Orleans, Aug. 3E—There was
lik charse in the yellow fever situation today, the early report showing
fhe usual number of new cases and
four deaths One of the deaths represented another instance of Italian
concealment. The coroner was called to view the body of an Italian who
had died without medical attention,
his observation being necessary before a burial certificate can be issued
under the law. The coroner found
that the man was a victim of yellow
fever. The majority of the cases reported today were down town. The
upper tection of the city contirsues
to escape general infection. Showers
continued today.

Oyster Bay, Aug. 31.—Crowned
heads of the world unite with distinguished statesmen of America ahd
Europe in according the glory of
peace betweeit Russia and Japan to
President Roosevelt.
Throughout
Tuesday night, yesterday and today
telegrams of congratulations poured
in upon the president in a great
flood. They came from persons of
high degree and of low and from all
quarters of the civilized world.

JAPANESE PEACE PARTY.

KANEKO'S VISIT

Probable They Will Sail for Home
on September 20.
-Seattle, Wash., Aug. 31.—Coni11tIlismidtsu, of the Japanese con sulate
rs.
advised Baron Komttra of
':e .:si:ing date of ths steamship Da- COMING NOT I iING TO
kota. The vessel leave Seattle for
r3.0 WITH PEACE
the Orient September an, and it is believed that the Japanese peace party
will endeavor to close up its affair/ Has
For More Than Year Been
in time to make connections with the
Studying Economic Conditions
Dakota.
In America.
WHILE LEANING
AGAINST RAIL.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Aug. 31.--Mrs. DECLARES
THESE FACTS
Emma Lyono was killed and Sigmund
WITH MANY COMPLIMENTS
Gieseler was fatally injured yesterclay by falling from the Clinton street
bridge to the rocks at she bottom of
iNew York, Aug. 3I.—Baron KanSt. Mary's river. It is believed they
were leaning against a rotton rail eko, ex-minister of Agriculture, in
which broke. Mks. Lyons lived one the cabinet of Marquis Ito, concernhour and Gieseler is still unconscious ing whose rossion to the United
with a fractured skull and' slight States there has been much conjecture, gave out an interview' last night
chance for recovery.
in which he declares that his business in America is purely of an
THE GUNBOAT PADUCAH.
New York, N. Y., Aug. 31.—Having economic nature. He denied absofinished her trial trip, in which every lutely that he had anything to do
requirement was made, the gunboat with the peace negotiations at PortsPaducah reached the Brooklyn navy mouth. In his self-appointed task he
yard this afternoon. She will remain declares he has accomplished much
there until fitted out and provisioned and sees as an ultimate result the
for regular. service.
economic salvation of his own country as well as an enormous amount
of good to America.
"Throughout my life,, andparticularly during my terns in the cabinet
of Marquis Ito, I have taken „a deep
interest in economic que/tions," said
CHANGE IS EVIDENT IN THE the Baron, "which led to my being
placed in charge of the 'laps exhibits
CONGRESSIONAL SENTI.
at numerous expointion including
MENT.
that at St. Louis.

Conjecture as to Why He
Was Here Explained.

Nicholas Grateful.
In a cablegram received by President Roosevelt today Emperor Nicholas congratulated and thanked the
president for his efforts. The cablegram foblows:
Growth of Confidence.
"Peterhoff, Alexandria, Aug. 31.—
New Orleans, Aug. 31.—The steady President Roosevelt: Accept my
growth of confidence that, though congratulations and earnest tanks
A TRICK WAS RESORTED TO much
work is still to be done, the for having brought the peace negotiaIN NORWAY ELECcrisis bas been passed is shown in the tions to a successful conclusion, owTION.
tone of the stock market abet the re- ing to your personal energetic efcovery from the slump of six weeks forts. My country will gratefully recago. It was a small-sized panic on ognize the great part you have playDr. P. Walder.storm Says Country Is the exchange which first attracted atStudying Constantly.
ed in the Portsmouth peace canfer- Determined Effort to Follow to Have
Drifting Toward Republic—
tention to the health condition here. ence
Duty on Sugar and Tobacco
"In the year and a quarter that I
(Signed)
Blow to King Oscar.
Prior to that time there had been a
Changed.
have been in this country I have been
"NICHOLAS."
somewhat remarkable advance in
studying constantly. My sojourns in
stocks, but rumors of the existence of
Europe proved to me that the EuroEdward and Willianz.
Chicago, Aug. 31.—D. P. Walden- fever caused a raid, and many guiltManila, Aug. 31.—One important pean markets were klled with their
Among the -first messages received
storm, one of the leading figures in edged stecks slumped badly
With was one from the king of England as result of the visit to the 'Philippines own products, and I saw here that
Treaty Work Move. Slowly.
Swedish politics, close friend of King indications that all danger of a seri- follow s
of the congressional delegation, which if the front door of the American
The drafting of the treaty of Ports- Oscar, member of the Riksdag for ous epidemic is over, a buoyant feeli"Marienbad, Aug. a.—The Presi- has just returned from a two week's market -was closed, the back door was
mouth is proceeding slowly. M. twenty year), and a leader in
religious ing has replaced the depression, and dent: Let me be one of the first to tour through the southern provinces, open to Asia. In the course of my
Maartens. assisted by Plancon and reform in Scandinavian countries, many of the securities have reached
congratulate you on the successful is the creation
of a sentiment investigatons I have talked with all
Pokotiloff, the Russian minister to reache,d Chicago yesterday for a brief 'heir former figures.
issue of the peace conference to among both republicans and demo- kinds of people and have learned a
China. and Henry W. Dennison, the stay. In an interview, Dr. Walden
With ..,only four deaths in the pre- which you have so greatly contribut- crats favorable to the reduction Or great deal about what I believe to be
American adviser of the foreign office storm asserted that Norway
abolition of the American duty on the glorious future that lies before
was ceding twenty-four hours, September, ed,
(Signed)
(4 Japan. assisted by Adachi and drifting with apparent certainty
Phillippines sugar and tobacco. Op- the United States in the far east.
to- the worst month in fever epidemics,
EDWARD
R.
I."
Otchial, are at work and have com- ward the formation of a republic. IS approaches' without apprehension.
"America is our nearest neighbor.
Soon after a notably cordial cab- postion to such action is not entirepleted several clauses.
While Norway, he declared, may yet Occasional instances still occur of legram was received from Etiveror ly removed, however. Senators Pat- In her our hope is bound up, and
Under the agreement of the first get a king, his personal view was neglect to report cases, two deaths
terson of Colorado and Foster of since our country was opened up by
Germany. It read:
day of the conference the treaty will that the republicans as against the of that character being reported in William of
"Neues
ac.—President Louisiana are doubtful regarding the America in 1854, we have ever mainPalais,
Aug.
be in French and English and the friends of the monarchial idea
was the past three days, but generally the Roosevelt: Just received cable from removal of the tariff on sugar, while tained cordial relations and been the
French text will be the official text. gaining ground.
phyvitians are living up to their America announcing agreement of Representative Driscoll of New York sincerest friends. To me the United
The plan of work is for the treaty
Dr. Waldenstorm said the Swilish agreement with the federal authori- peace. I am overjoyed and express is not ready to concede that Philip- States has always seemed a second
makers to make rough drafts of their and Norwegian governments today ties.' Yesterday the screened arribusincere congratulations at the pine tobacco should be admitted free. home, and if I can bring about the
ideas of what the various clauses would begin further negotiations. lance was summoned for an Italian most
great success due to your untiring The friends of tariff reduction be- economic alliance that I am now free
should contain. After that the en- The Norwegian Storthing is expect- down with the Reiter. When it reelsto talk about I shall feel, on acefforts. The whole of mankind must lieve that their cause is won.
voys and Maarten' and Dennison ed to assemble within a few weeks.' ed the house the patient had mystercount of the good that-will accrue to
unite and will do so in thanking you
compare drafts, mike changes and
iously disappeared.
this country ‘from such an alliance,
for the great boon you have given it.
Complexity of Problem.
round the phraseology into such
Resorted to 'Trick.
that I have paid a part of my debt
(Signed)
WILLIAM
I.
cotigaessmen
R."
The
impressed
are
by
shape that it is acceptable to both
Asked if Sweden accepted in good
Vicksburg and Natchez Isolated.
the complexity of the Phillippines of gratitude.
nations.
faith the recent referendurh vote in
With growing confidence in the mo
President Loubet.
problem and the magnitude of the
The work is of the utmost ithport- Norway for dissolution, Dr. Walden- squito theory
in the country districts, 'President Lott of France ex- work carried on by the insular govWfil Tell People.
ance The treaty will be the law on storm replied that the vote did not New Orleans
freight is moving more tended his congratulations in this ernment. Their chief criticism is that
"Probably within a few weeks I
which the relations of Russia and properly express the views of the freely,
but the quarantine against in- message:
the government is too ambitious and shall go back home and shall tell my
Japan will stand in the far east and Norwegian people as a whole. He tercourse
has not abated. With new
"La Begude, Presidency, Aug. 3o.— too expensive .in view of the limited people the Results of my study. T
the po-itioh of every carnma is im- then disclosed an alleged trick by cases reported at Mississippi
City President Roosevelt: Your excellen- revenues. One result of Secretary
portant.
which, he hinted, the tremendous af- and Gulfport, both those towns are cy has just rendered to humanity an Taft'; visit will be retrenchment in shall tell them • that l'he United
The Japanese are very painstaking. firmative vote was obtained.
completely locked up. Vickaburg eminent service for which I felicitate every branch of the public service States is a country without a thought
of territorial aggisandizetnent; that
They work slowly. They scrutinize 'The ballots used at the polls all and Natchez hare
been entirely iso- you heartily. The French republic except
educational work.
More the American people will defend the
every word and every punctuation were marked 'yes,' and no one was lated. The exodus from
Natchez has rejoices in the role that her sister money than ever wilil be expended right
of other natjons as they will
mark. They intend to leavesno loop- expected to vote 'no' in any event," stopped, and few have left Vicksburg
America has played in this historic on the public schools.
• defend their own, because they bove
holes.
said the doctor. "The only way a but people have made preparations event.
(Signed)
Much political agitation based on individual right and individual liberty.
negative vote could be cast was by at both cities to get away if there is
EMILE LOUBET."
talk of independence was found in
shall tell my people that the way
Plan Commercial Treaty.
writing out a special ballot In ad- any promise of a spread of the disThe president acknbwredged the Iloilo sad the is'ands of Negroes. and to open Asia. securely and peaceably,
The cause in the treaty of Ports- dition the men in charge of the elec- ease. St. Francisville, La., has sent
message received from King Edward, Cebs.
the sugar and other is through the introdtictoion of Amerimouth relating to commercial rela- tion showed strong antipathy to any- a request to New Orleans to send no
Emperor
President
LouWilliam
failures of recent can civilization. And &Atli do more
croas
hen
and
have
tions of the two countries in all terri- one casting a negative ballot, and drummers there, pronrising to carry
re;ponses is yes-s because of the loss of work than that if I am allasift to do it. I
tory affected by the treaty and es- persecuten or what amounted to it on a mail order business hereafter. bet, but the text of his
anis- nig through disease and because am ready to serve as a loyal subject
tablishing the most favored nation followed him who flew in the face of Clinton is to punish with a $5o fine not made public here.
of
the doitith. Leyet. Albany, Sor- of Japan and as a -incere friend of
idea will be but temporary. It is the the influence behind the referendum* any resident who harbors a stranger
soaon
Cessini
and
Bryan.
and the other hemp provinces America in bringing about an ecointention of Russia and Japan to folDr. Waldenstorm said the actlott emprovided with a proper health cerwas
prosperous.
Count
There nomic abliance—not a treaty signed
Cassini
selatively
recently
who
are
low this treaty with a commercial of Norway had been a hard blow to 'tette. Bolton, Miss., has passed an
erect- on para
succeeded
Russian
Baron
buildings
by
been
have
Rosen
many
as
new
-ment. tint imprinted in the
treaty to be drafted later in which King Oscar, who, he declared. had' Ordinance providing that everyone
no hearts and the minds of the people
ambassador
and
States,
contented
to
United
the
pesrsTs
're
the
ed,
these commercial relations will he aged ,rapid' in the past few months. must be off the streets at 9 p. m. and
cabled as follows:
signs of po'ltra!' unrest are visible.
of Japan and the United States. That
fixed in more nsinutc detail than is
that no eon-resident who enters the
"Paris, Aug. ao.—President Roosepossible in the peace treaty.
is my mission and I tru•t that my
town
shall
be permititied to remain velt: Profoundly happy at the reTOO MANY DRUG STORES
Agitators.
to
Blow
efforts
will he crowned with success."
Baron Rosen, the Russian ambasovernight. Lafayette, La., is indigSecretary Taft's vigorous declarasador to this country, made a very So Bardstown'; Merchants Reduced nant over an attempt to rim a screen- sult of negotiations which assures a
peace honorable to both nations and tiors is to the present impossibility
significant statement along these lines
ed car through that town.
TREATMENT OF JEWS.
Number by Rolling Dice.
which you have taken so fruitful a of is•!ependence have made Filipinos
in
this morning. He said that it is the
part.
(Signed)
here draw within their shells
eveintention of Russia, now that there is
Letter Submitted to Witte by
Taylorsville, Ky., Aug. at.--After
Compulsory Fumigation.
CASSINI."
so !'-r a. agitation for independence Text of
peace, to cultivate the claest relations it had been agreed that Bardstown
Halliiew Bankers.
•
William
message
J.
Bryan
sent a
Dr. White today issued an order
is
The present phase of
with Japan, in. the hope eventually of would not adequately support three
'
taking the place of England in a drug stores by the druggists of that which virtually provides for cotnpul- crediting the president with the thi: saltation is due chiefly and
New York. Aug. 3t —Wh'af is anagreement as follows:
peace
stay
conditions
economic
fumigation.
poor
to
He
proposes
to
see
Japanese entribination.
letplace, they hit upon a unique plan
"Janesville, Wis., Aug. ass—Presi- tot7r.I'',* with personal reasons for nounced to be the fill text Of a
That is the reaeon so much care is to cut down opposition and do away that every house and every room in
Raissia's treatment of
concerning
tor
Rooeevent:
congratuladent
Accept
s on the part of various
di'
to he bestowed on the commercial with one of the three drug stores. the city is disinfected. As usual, at
the Jew; -tibmitted to Sergitrs Witte,
tions. Your successful efforts to se- leading spirt.
features of the treaties to be made. A game of chance was decided upon, this season of the year, hundreds of
the Russian peace envoy, by a comJapan
peace
between
Russia
cure
and
'This is Russia's idea, not Japan's, and the one rolling the smallest num- homes are unoccupied, owing to the
mittee of Hebrew bankers and merDOUGLAS WILL NOT
perhaps, hut the Russians have it ber on the. dice was to lose and be absence GI residents. These are to reflects credit on the nation.
chants is publikhed today by the
be entered and put through a course
(Signed)
BRYAN.."
J.
WM1.
BE A CONDIDATE American. Tbe communication is
very 'much at heart.
paid $1,000 by the other two and sell of disinfecting treatment at once.
Then came telegrams from diploanat.—Official
Boston,'
Aeg.
Schiff, Jacob Selhis stock to them at invoice price.
Dr. White has also issued an order matic representatives of foreign 'gov- nouncement that Gov. Douglas will signed by Jacob IL
igman, Adolph Lewissohn and othNo News About Armistice.
J. M. Wilma,' threw the highest num- to his officers to reinspect infected ernments in this country, from Sir
adhere to his resolution not to be
thoroughly the arguSo far as the evacuation of Man- ber and Jos. Milbheiser promptly foci,
after the occurrence, of first Mortimer Durand, the British Am- a candidate for re-election in spite ers. It covers
churia is concerned, the treaty will agreed to stand by the contract, and cases,
ments and contentions of the comin order that possible second- bassador, Ambassador Jtoserand of of meastagea and personal urgent
mittee made before Mr. Witte by the
merely recognize and establish the was paid the ;Low down and at once ary cases
might be discovered and France, from M'aj. Des Planches, Am- solicitations to run again from van delegation recently for the amelioraprinciple. The time of the exacua- closed his store for the invoice. Mil- properly
treated. This re in spection bassador of Italy, and from Sir Chen on; pssts of the state, was made
tion of the condition wider which pea
tion will be set by the generals in heiser was formerly in business in is of such importance
that it has been Tung Liang Cheng, the Chinese min- yesterday.
plc of the Hebrew race now live lit
the field. Islotti
has been heard Lottiville, where he is well known.
decided to alter and extend it to in- ister.
the
land of Emperor Nicholas. Civil
from St. PetersbttIt
,as
i
yet
lYt Tokio
clude the fifteenth to the thirtieth
Cordial messages were received
San Caro, s sit- listed traveler fSar a and political liberty for the Jew, on
to the armistice, tit that is not
Charles Birnhonee, of Huntington. day after the infecting case. The re- also from senators and repre'senatives
Chicaro jewelry firm, has been ar- an equality with all other Russian
strange, as the armistice, when it is W. Va.. was fine* $so flat knocking sult is expected to be
the elimination in congress congratulating the presi- rested for stealing $12,0cio worth of subject; is the key-note of the comdieclared, willi be arranged by the a cat's eye out with a whip.
ttiNitiarge number of foci.
dent on his great triumph for peace, goods from hls vnployers.
mic
nnation.
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Appeal Docketed in United
States Supreme Court.

also one from former Secretary of
State Jahn W. Fchter.
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NEW BUILDINGS

THE VERMONT

PERMITS ISSUED DURING AU- ONE OF THE LARGEST
GUST BY CIVIL ENGINEER
MOST POWERFUL
WASHINGTON.
SHIPS.

,NOT VALID

The Louisville
Evening Post,

NO

Do You Want To Rent

AND QUARANTINE ORDINANCE NO
GOOD BECAUSE.OF AN
ERROR.
An Independent Newspaper at the
Rate of Only
125e
PER MONTH BY MAIL.
Though Only Few Contracts Are Is Four Hundred and Fiby Feet Work of Passage by Council Will
A department for everybody.
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE
Long and of 16,000 Tons
TRANSACTION
Large the Aggregate Amounts
Have to Be Done Over AgainFAIREST EDITORIALS,
OF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO
BE
Burden.
HANDLED
to Good Sum.
The Trouble.
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,
IN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH
EQUIPMENT; FA,
BEST MISCELLANY,
PERT INFORMATION AND PROMPT SERVICE.
EITHER CALL,.
BEST SHORT STORIES,
TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
_
.
Qnincy, Mass., Aug. 31.-The new
During the month of August just
Just at the time when Mayor Yei- BEST BOOK REVIEWS,
closed there were 43 building permits 16,000-ton battleship Vermout, built ser thought everything was ready to BEST CHILDRIPS PAPER,
issued by City Engineer Washington, nor the United States government by call she generai council together to BEST HOME NEWS,
the Fore Riser Shipbuilding com- have them act relative to declaring a BEST CONDENSED NEWS,
as follows:
August 29-Joe Hughes, to move pany, was successfully launched to- quarantine of some kind-probably BEST MARKET REVIEWS,
MECHANICS' AND FARMERS'SAVINGS BANKREAL ESTATE
flame building on Washington street; day.
an inspection quarantine against the BEST OF EVERYTHING.
DEPARTMENT.
The battleship Vermont is one of infected yellow fewer districts,--the
$150.
PRICE BY MAIL:
Aug. 29-Frank Banta., frame build the largest and most powerful of the unexpected happens and the so-called ONE YEAR
.3-03
ships of war that has been construct- quarantine ordinance is found null SIX MONTH
ing, Monroe street; $1,o.
S
$5.00
Aug. 29-J. T. Donovan, brick ed for lam United States navy. She and void.
THREE MONTHS
SIM
dwelling, Jefferson street; $4,soo.
is of 16,000 tons burden, with a
The reason that the ordinance is ONE MONTS
5134
Aug. 29-W. M. Moore, frame, Goe length of 45o feet and extnesne knocked out for the time being was
Sample copy if you wish.
avenue;
$250.
bel
breadth of g6 10-12 feet. She will be the omission ofi the word "general"
Address Circulation Dept.,
Aug. 29-Wm. Moore, frame, Cite- required to steam 18 knots an hour in a certain paragraph. In the foreTHE EVENING POST,
bei avenue; $250.
for four consecutive hours. The main going part off.tfie ordinance it reads
Louisville. Ky.
Aug. 28-1- A. Washington, frame, battery of the Vermont will consist vs to the general conned having powDo you want a first class job by an
Idadison street; $350.
of four 1.2-inch breech-loading rides, er„setic., but in another clause it said
L. A. Washington, frame, Clay two mounted iiarward and two aits that the council shall have power to
expert workman? If you do take
Street; $300.
eight 8-inch breech-loading rifles and do certain things, which is where it
Aug. 28-R. H. McGuire, frame, twelve 7-inch breech-loading rifles.
It to
says "the council shall have the right
Trimble street, extended; $3oo.
to employ the inspectors and fix the
Aug. 26-Mrs. Millie Davis, brick
Secondary Battery.
salary," when it' should have read the
addition, South Third street, $20.
In the secondary battery will be "general council," etc.
For First-class Upholstering, MatAug. 26 W. 0. Statherland, frame gwenty 3-inch rapid-fire guns, twelve
tress Renovating and Fine RepairThis omission was not detected unout houses, Harrison street; $12.
3-pounder semi-automatic guns, six til yesterday morning, when the alder
ing. We store, pack and ship fur224 Broadway,
Paducah, Ky.
Aug. 25-Jas. White, frame addi- 1-pounder automatic guns, two r- men met to give it the second and
niture on short notice.
tion, Washington street; $150.
eminder semi-automatic guns, two 3- final passage. The ordinance had
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.,
Aug. 23-W. A. Gardner, frame, inch field pieces, two machine -guns been read twice before the board of
I-farris street; $300.
315 to ass) South Third street.
and six automatic guns. The 12-inch council and once before the aldermen,
Aug. 23-A. S. Grief, Kentucky pieces wil be mounted' in pairs in two lost it struck its death knell yesterday
avenue and Fifteenth stems frame; electrically controlled, balanced ellip- after being dissected by the alder$too.
tical turrets. The 7-inch guns will be men. The ordinance will have to go
Aug. 22-Will McGee (col.) frame, mounted on broadside on pedestals over the same proceedings again beCaldwell street; $600.
on the gyp deck behind 7-inch.armor. fore it becomes a law. After amendATTORNEY-AT•LAW•
Aug. 21-W. F. Morris and Wells,
The hull of the battleship is of ing the ordinance .by inserting the
fra'ine., on I. C. R. R., between Ten- steel throughout. It is protected at word "general" the aldermen gave it tog 1-2
North Fourth Street, Upstairs
nessee and Caldwell; $3000
the water lint by a complete belt of iis first reading.
Aug. 18-R. S. Barnett, frame, Pow armor 9 feet 3 inches wide, having a
Commercial and Co-operative
The council means in regular sesell street; $too.
maxinsuan thickness of it inches for sion Monday night when this ordiBusiness a Specialty.
Aug. IR.-v.-B. S. Phelps, frame, Guth about zoo feet amid-hips. Forward nance will be given its first reading
rie street; $600.•
and aft of this the maximum thick- before that board. The cChincil will
Aug. 19-Nellie Barrett, frame, Hus ness is 9 inches within the limit of meet again Thursday nighe and it
Lands street; $450.
magazines. from which points the will be presented for its second readAug. 19-Nellie Barrett, frame, Hus thickness is gradually decreased to 4 ing then. The mayor has not decidbands street; $45o.
inches at the stem and stern.
ed when he, if at all, will call a •pecCITY ATTORNEY
Aug. 17-Thos. P. Phelps, frame,
ia. session of either board en have the
Guthr.e street; $750.
ordinance read.
Ten Inches of Armor.
Attorney-at-Law.
Aug. 16-A. A. Redmond, brick adThe 12-inch barbettes extend from
The aldermen yesterday also gave
dition, Kentucky avenue; $200
the protected deck to about four feet the ordinances creating franchises ROMS 13 and 14 Columbia Building
Aug. 16-J. J. Ladd and Darnell, above the main deck, and consist of kir the operating of a street car sysframe, Brown street; $5o.
Old Phone zo9.
ten inches of armor in front and sev- tem and electric light system their
Aug. 16-B. Phelps, frame, Guth- en and one-half inches in the rear final passage. These acts now go to
4
rie street; $5oo.
the mayor 'for his signature.
above the base line.
Of Paductst12, Kentucky,
Aug. 16-J. T. Potter, brick, Clay
The engines are of the vertical,
Cal:At/al and Surplus $11515,000
Street; $1,5oo.
twin screw, four-cylinder, tripple ex- USED DYNAMITE AS
TARGET
Aug. 15-Chas Hale, frame repairs, pansion type of the combined horseMadison street; $250.
power of 16,5oo. There are twelve Two Youths Hit the
Bull's-Eye and Rooms so, Is and IS, Columbia Bldg.
Aug. is-W. H. Edwards, frame boilers placed in six water-tight comED P. NOBLE, PRES.
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
Were Blown to Pieces.
addition, South Third street; $200.1
partments. There are three funneis,
PADUCAH, KY.
N.
W.
VAN
CULIN
CASHIER
Aug. 15-Mrs. Lizzie Budele, frame, each too feet high above the base
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 31.-Two J. C. Flournoy
Reed
Cecil
Trimsact
s
all
regular
banking
business
South Fourth street; $600.
.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
line.
youths named Jose Martinez and HuAug. 14.-11. H. Ingram, frame,
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits. Safety
The Vermont was designed as a dore Romero have been killed by
the
boxes in Sr.
Trimble street; $45o
flag ship. The arrangement of quar- explosion of a box of dynamite
LIGHTFOOT,
T.
R.
proof
they
vault
for
rent
at
$3
to
$10
per
year
as to sins. You carry your own
Aug. 4-M. H. Ingram, frame ters provides accommodation /for a used for a target.
The boys were
shop building. Trimble street; $3ocr. flag officer, a chief-of-staff, i9 war- iabbit hunting,
key and no one but yourself has access.
and, not finding any
-LAWYERAug. 14-W. L Yancey, frame, Ten room officers, to junior officers, io game, when they
reached the powder
nessee street; $5oo.
warrant officers and not fewer than house of the Denver & Rio
Grande Will practice in all courts of KenAug. 12-West End Improvement 761 men, including marines.
Railway company, near Chama, they
Co., frame, Twenty-third and Court
set up a box of dynamite as a target.
tucky and Illinois.
streets; Poo.
EARTHQUAKE VISITS
The box contained 400 pounds of the
DAWSON SPRINGS. KY.
Aug. 11-E. W. Burton, frame,
•
PORTSMOUTH. explosive, and its explosion ,et off
South Ninth street; $450.
four tons of powder. In Chama many
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
Aug. 11-W. M. Moore, frame Three Distinct Shocks Felt-Bui
ld- windowpanes were broken.
blacksmith shop, Mayfield road, near
management, for guests at, the
ings Trembled and Dishes
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Tennessee street; $too
Rattled
WAS
TOO SLOW.
Aug. io-Geo. Rock, brick repairs,
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Both Phones 353
Broadway; $7oo.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 31.-A se- Jail Inmate Got Cautht in the ReOffice hours 8 to io a. in., i to 3
Very best1 accommodations at reasonable:rates
Aug. lo-C. W. Smith, frame addi- ries of earthquake shocks,
the most
volving Cage Yesterday.
tion, South Fifth streets $too.
and
p.
9
to
m.
M.
7
p.
severe ever experienced in this secAug. 9-J. J. Earnhardt, frame, tion, were felt here lane
yesterday afCO.,
J. M. Williams was badly and pain
Worten addition; $400
ternoon. Buildings trembled precept- fully bruised on the
leg yesterday
Aug. 9-J. J. Earnhardt, frame, ibly, dishes were
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
shaken from shelves morning at the county jail by getting
Worten's addition; $400.
and in many cases people rushed in his leg caught
s
in the revolving cell.
Aug. 8 Geo. Shulte, frame, Jarrett terror from their houses
' Architect and Superintendent.
into
He
the
Vaults,
For
Monume
was
nts
in
the
and
hall
General
of
Cemeter
the
prison
y
and
Work Use
streets $300.
streets.
when the cell was revolving around
40s Fraternity Building.
Aug. 8-Frank. Nfantz, frame, MooThere were three distinct shocks, for each prisoner to go
into their refoe street; $1,700.
Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
and in each instance the tremor was spective.ccIls
he delayed a few mo- Old
Aug. 7-E. Grundy, frame addition accompanied by a sound
like distant ments before entering and then atTHE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
and coal house, Jackson street; $4.8. explosions.
Kenlucky.
tempted to reach the inside after Paducah,
Aug. 7-Frank Davis, brick repairs,
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSThe first shock was telt a little be- something when
the member was
Kentucky avenue; $150.
fore 5:05 p. m., and the other shocks caught. A
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not bephysician was summoned
-When in Want ofAug. .-Mary LeRoy, frame stable, followed snail after.
come dark and discolored
Each of the and dressed the injury. Williams is
Madison street near Seventeenth; three shocks continue
REPAIRING
TIRES
d for several in jail on the charge of raising a two RUBBER
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
$50.
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
seconds.
dollar bills
Aug. 3-J. M. Vickery, frame, Guth
Horse-Shoeing, Genera/ Blacksmithrue street; $700.
AUGUSTA OFFICIAL is KILLED
lug Call on
Excursion to Philadelphia.
Aug. a-C. W. Voight, frame, South
J. V. GRIEF, MGR
Fifth street; $600
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Rear Coach Turned Over at an
On account of the Patriarchs MiliKentuck
Augusta Railroad Crossing.
319
Avenue,
y
-Tel, 956-red.
tant and Sovereign Grand Lodge
I.
ENORMOUS CROWD
0. 0. F., the Illinois Central RdWashington, Aug. 31.-The rear road
WILL SEE FIGHT.
company will, on September 13,
coach on the South Carolina & Geor- is
and
15 sell first-class tickets from
Britt and Nelson Are Expected to gia railroad turned over at the
Rey- Paducah to Philadelphia, Pa., and reDraw a $70.coo House.
nolds' street crossing, Augusta, Ga., turn for
(IncorpOratad.)
$23.25. Ticket, good only
LAWYERS.
yesterday.
F. J. Murphy, police for continuous passage
Geri
eral.Cartage Business,
in each direcSan Fraircisco, Aug. 31 -There are health officer of Augusta, was
killed. tion and must be deposited with the Both Phones 695-Rooms 203 and 204
indications that the attendance at the The injured:
Superior Facilities for
joint agent in Philadelphia immediOffice
Britt-Nelson fight at Cohna SeptemGeorge Lott, flagman, both legs ately upon arrival
Fraterity Building.
and
will
be
good'
Handling Freight, Machinery
ber 9 will he the greateA in the his- cut off; J. A. Brown,
2nd and Monroe
employed in the on the return inrip rOot earlier than
tory of pugilism in this state. Most Augusta yard ,hack
sprained; M. September t6, nor later than SeptemHouse
And
hold
Goods.
Both 'Phones ii
of the seats held by the club have Kalliskie. passenge
r, Augesta, side ber 25th. An extension of limit until
bee ntaken up, and it would .not ex- slightly hurt.
October stb may be obtained
upon
cite surprise if the gate receipts exThe train had just left the Aug- payment of a fee of
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
$1.00. For furceeded $7o,00. The fact that the day usta union station,
and was; moving ther particulars apply to
Is a legal holiday ip this state in a about two
miles an hour through the J. T. Donovan, Agt., Paducah, Ky.
Phone 196, 400 1-2 Broadway,
measure explains the unprecedented city.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
PADUCAH, KY.
advance sale. Both 'Britt and Nelson
are practically at weight, and are
given when inBaths
Air
Dry
Hot
GRASSHOPERS CAUSE WRECK
TRIES IT ONCE MORE
merely keeping on edge for their
dicated.
meeting. Nelson has shifted his quar Thousan
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilerds Crushed on the Track, Annie Cartwright Again Attempts to
tens to Ithis side of the bay, the hot
and Train Couldn't Stop.
End Life.
weather at Laarkspur having caused
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
him to lose flesh at a fhster rate than
Springfield, 0.. Aug. ;Its-(eneral
Annie Cartwright made another
'was beneficial.
Attorney-at-Law,
Manager Streplau, of the Springfield unsuccessful attempt at suicide' yesOffice Phone 369.
& Xenia traction line, who was on terday morning and as before a few
Residence Phone 726
Room No, 5, Columbia Building.
Goes to Cairo to Work.
the work train which collided with a days ago took 25 cents drorth of morpassenger car with fatal results, on phine. She was at the borne of Ern
Mr. John Cobb, who has been as- the Springfield & South Charlest
on ma Martin, near Thirteenth and Clay
sociated with the News-Democrat for traction line, stated in the
coroner's streets, when she took the drug, Dr.
the past year or more on the repo- investigation that the accident
was B. T. Hall was summoned and by
tonal department has resigned to ac- due to the crushing
of thousands of diligent work saved her life. That is
cept a similar position on the Cairo grasshoppers on
the track. The about the fourth time she has tried to
Phone 136, red.
Bulletin, and left last night to as- track was left so slippery
that the shuffle off this mertal coil hy the
sume his duties in his new field. Mr. blots) would•not
take 'hold and the morphine route. She is the widow of
We Write Anything in Insurance
Cobb has many friends who will wish collision resulted.
One passenger Milton Cartwright, who took his
For perfection and purity smoke
trim an abundance of sitcoms.
Office 306 Broadway
Phones: Office 385-Residence 1696
was killed and several others injured. life in the same way.
!,4
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New Century Hotel
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O. D. Schmidt,

GREEN RIVER STONE

John S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works

Taylor & Lucas,

Paducah Transfer Company

Dr. J. T. GILBERT

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
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NOTICE OF SALE PAINFUL PERIODS AROUND WORLD
AMERICAN WOMEN RIO IEUEF
BY UNITED STATES SPECIAL The GIN of Mime Irene Crosby la One
' COMMISSIONER SEPT. it.
of Thousands of Cures made by Lydia
I. Ptnkhanee Vegetable Oompound.

:TION
DLED
EX..
CALL,,.

twr
i
V

TATE

56

IT MAY SOON BE POSSIBLE TO
TELEPHONE-

4if

al

The New Moline

How many women realise that meat- Newly Invented or Combined Phone
In the Circuit Court of the United atruation is the balance wheel of a
Which Two Iowans Claim as
States for the Western District
woman's life, and while no woman Is
Discovery.
entirely free from periodical suffering,
Of Kentucky.
it is not the plan of nature that women
,
Should suffer so severely.
City, La.,, Aug,. 30.—Two
Sioux
l'eople's Bank of Wilkesbarre, Pa.,
Sioux City electricians, M. L. GarTrustee, Complainant,
rett and E. W. Preston, seem to have
'
found a way to talk arocand the world.
Telephone
nt
Independe
.„I'eople's
By the use of an invention just pat-4;af
Company, Defendant.
ented by them; it will apparently be
Notice is hereby given that pursu•
SE
easy for Americans to ebnverse with
.ant to and by virtue of a decree in
their neighbors in Europe as it has
aas. •MI
the above entitled cause, by the above
been to talk ro blocks across, the city.
=Mama
entitled court, lion. Walter Evans,
Only girdle the worldi with wire,
Judge, dated July 3, tole, I, the unthese men declare and they will make
.ma'am/
Cormnissioner,
Special
.<krsigned,
it possible for the Swiss maiden.in
high.sele.a.t. public auction to the
-iser-Alpine-hoine-to-ffise_in the. I. I
"..est and best bidder, upon the. terms
••••••
rig with yotang men on Flordia plan0,Pbereinafter stated, at the county court
tations. Only bisect the two AmerWE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE ute
thouse door, in hilcOracken county,
ican continents with copper wire,
NEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND ASK THE PUBLIC TO CALL AND
_Mate of Kentueky, in the city of Pathey declare and it will be mere
THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS YOU WILL
INSPECT
ducah, at noon on the tall day of
child's play for the Iowan to order
PAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
.September, 1905r-the same being the
cattle from Patagonia over the teleWE, ALSO, HAVE A dOMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SURfirst clay of the McCracken county
phone.
RIES, RUN-ABOUTS,SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONS.
court, as an entirely and as one propDevice is Simple.
'of American women,bow.
Thousand,
OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN
erty, and not in separate parce:s, all ever,have found relief from all monthl
Aud it is true that the instrument
CITY.
THE
a is
and singular the property of the de- suffering by taking Lydia E.
quite simple. Loosely spealcing, it
ALSO. CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF HARNESS,
WE,
most
of
fendant, slid People's Independent Vegetable Compound, aa it la the
consists
it
that
said
be
welt
might
, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
SADDLES
/
known to
Telephone company, hereinafter more thorough female regulator
a telephone receiver put to the mouth
FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
oonditlest
DON'T
the
aspires
edemas.
=Mimi
specifically described and all the right,
other
in
r;
transmitte
and
telephone
a
discomfort
of
much
so
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
AND
causes
STOCK,
which
tithe, interest and equity of redemp- robe menstruation of It. terron.
words, that it brings the ear-piece of
tion of *Aid People's Independent
Wee keno Crosby, of alb Charlton the ordinary telephone up to a mouth•Telephone Co., in and to said prop- Street East Savannah, Ga., writes:
piece so that the earpiece may talk
1
4
14
"Lydia S.1'11*M:use Vegetable Compound
44
4
4
4
'J
erty, described as follow, towit:
ot
bees
the mouthpiece and send on the
bas
into
It
women.
to
friend
h•Sne
5.
m
Being all the property, real and great bowel to me,curing me d=
sound.
menstruation when
personal, and wheresoever situated, aw:l 'Weal
Garrett and Preston solved the
it to
recommend
gladly
I
and
faded.
had
else
putting together what is
of said Pepple'io Independent Tele- other suffering wousca."
problem by Women who are troubled with pain- really 'two separate telephone. The
phone Co:, being party of the first
backpart, whether in possession, remain- ful or irregular menstruation,leucor- central piece is a Eureka transmitter,
,
datnlenoe)
(or
bloating
ache,
and
action,
in
used by many telephones
-der or reversion, or
falling, inflammattou or uloera- such as is
the diaphragm)
now owned or hereafter to be ac- rhino.
tion of the uterus, ovarian troubles, today. This is. simply
quired, all the telephones, telephone that "bearing-down" feeling, ditmi- or disk, seen in any mouthpiece, the MANY LIVES LOST UPON THE
lines, telephone exchanges and sys- nese, faintness, indigeatioa, nervous vibrations of which are sent over the
RAIL IN ACCIDENTS.
trdation or the blues, should take wire.
tense, now belonging to or hereafter
serithe
off
ward
to be acquired by mid. Telephone Immediate action to
Description of Instrument.
ces, and be restored to
SOLE AGENT FOR
company unOer its present or any ous consequen
of this disk are placed two
Back
taking
perfect health and strength by
That Life
future tea osirate power'; adl fran- Lydia E. PinkhamOi Vegetable Com- electro-Magnets. These electro-mag- A Record Which Shows
LUZERNE COAL.
Truly Hangs But By a
chises, granted by the city of Padu- pound, and then write to Mrs. Pink. nets are similar to those used lin telThread.
cah, Ky., privileges, rights, ease- ham. Lynn, Maas., for farther free ad- ephone receivers, so, roughly speakments, licenses, poles, wires, conduits, vice. Thousands have been enrecl ttjr ing, it might be said that two receivAUGUST DELIVERY.
cables, batteries, weritchboards, appa- so doiag.
ers are put against this disk. The
s,
implement
tools,
,
Herald.)
(Louisville
ratus, appliances
sound from one direction comes over
Lump and Egg .
lle Bushel
Nineteen killed, 77 injured in railmaterial, supplies, office furniture cree mentioned, in a manner and to one of these electro-magnets, or re10e Bushel
Nut
hereafor
The
owned
list
week's
and fixteres now
the extent as in said decree provided ceivers, is communicated directly to road wrecks is last
and
ter to be acquired by said telephone and such other judgment as the the disk, which vibrates just as the week before there were IIQ kill
DELIVERY.
SEPTEMBER
company; all other machinery equip- court may hereinafter make; provid- disk in the original instrument, and sit injured. There were sixteen acct.
ment to cad chatts1 property of every ed, however, that no original bid will the sound is sent on just as it came dents them, the most serious bei,ng at
. 13e Bushel
Lump and Egg
kind and nature, used in connection be accepted at said sac for less than from the original instrument, 200 Norfolk, Va., when an Atlantic Coast
. .. 12e Bushel
.
..
Nut
and
with its telephone exchanges
$75.000.00 and unless the purchaser miles away. Sound from the other Line excursion train ran into an open
NOW.
ORDER
systems and now owned or hereafter shall, when the property is struck direction passes over the other elee- draw and shot into the nver. Fiftytelephone
to be 'required by said
down to :him, at once pay and deliver tro-magnet and to the disk, and goes five were killed and 6o hurt. Last
company, and all its tolls, rents, in- to said commksioner on account of on its way in the opposite direction, week there-svet'e two less accidents.
come, c-hcoes in aoinn, claims and hie purchase, the sum of $5,000.00 in and thus people at opposite ends, of The most serious accident was at,
demands of every kind and descrip- a certified check, payable to John R.
ont., August 20, when a'
the wire can converse with one an- Butte,
tion, now owned by it or hereafter to Puryear, clerk of said court. And the
train struck a picnic trolley I
freight
other.
be acquired; and including not only remainder of said purchase money
Heretofore only one receiver-mag- killing 9 and injuring 14. A list of.
aH its property an I rights of every shall, within twenty days from the net has been used in devices of this the week's disaster, follows:
kind in the city of Paducah, county confirmation of said sale, or such
Greennlitt es;. Aug. 18.--Elrie
kind, and this is why it has been
of McCracken, in the state of Ken- further time as the court may allow
The
& Cake Co.'s trolley line wreck-,
way.
Coal
one
but
talk
to
possible
tucky, but all its property right and on application of the purcha‘er for
are
in
currents
ed
mine; one injured.
two
in which the
rights, real, personal and mixed, tan- good cause shown, complete the pay- manner
20.—Nine I
the
by
Mont., August
Butte,
explained
not
is
separate
gible and intangible. wheresoever ment of the entire amount of the pur- kept
public
of Butte,
making
collision
who are not
14 hurl In
situated, now owned or hereafter to chase money. Said special commis- inventors,
and picinstrgs
freight
their
of
details
Pacific
the
and
of
Anaconda
some
be acquired.
sioner will then make, execute and ment.
nic
trolley.
Also the property known as the deliver to said purchaser or purchasPittsburg. August 20.—Miniature
Alexander system of telephone., 92TTie ers a deed to said properties as in
APPEAR
train
Km
-T
enwood Park jumped track:
ML
YOUNG
CAPT.
being lines, exchanges and poles in said decree provided, the plaintiff
injuring
the counties of Crittenden, Union, and the Peopbe's Independent TeleDoes Not Agree With
Louisville, Ky., 'Aug. 20.—One killWebster, Lyon and Livingston, in the phone company to execute and deliv- Bonaparte
Inquiry.
of
n
Board
Benningto
and two loin in freight collision
ed
folthe
state of Kentucky; and also
er, under the direction of the said
on Louisville and Nashville.
lowing extensions of lines, from the special commissicmer, the conveyWashington, Aug. 31.,—Secrctary
Milwaukee, Wis., Augiot so.-city of Paducah to the Marshall coun- ances executed by them respectively,
)-acted upon the Two killed and 20 injured when trolty line in Kentucky, and to Lone by way of confirmation and for the Bonaparte yesterda
the court of inquiry in the ley crashed down embankment five
Oak. in McCracken county, and to insurance of title to the purchaser or loadings of
4
Bennington explosion. He miles from city.
the
of
case
Smithland, in Livingston county, purchasers, his, its or their assigns,
the
findof so much of
Detroit, M,ich., August 20.—Street
Kentucky, including submarine ca- of all and singular, the rnortgage disapproved
ings 29 to declare that the Benning- car trailer derailed; one killed, six
part
ble aCT018 Tennessee river.
every
property and premises and
ton was "in an excellent state of disAlso the following described real and parcel thereof, of every kind cipline and good efficient condition" hurt.
New York, Aug. 22.—Trolley car
estate with improvements thereon, and description and wherever situat- az the time of the explosion, and was
lumber wagon collidet; 12 pasand
situated in Paducah. Ky., on the cast ed, hereby directed to be sold by particularly severe in, his comment
seriously hurt.
sengers
be
will
between
lien
street
a
sick of South Fifth
said commissioner; and
upon the failure of rthe officers to
Toledo, 0., August ao.--iFeeight
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, for- retained in said deech to further se- look after the safety valves. He furs.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASY
one and injured two. iiisi!"Pt:4%H REAL EST:
merly Court street, described as fol- cure the payment of the unpaid pur- tive?: says that the court of inquiry's collision killed
t
Y
LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
PAYMEN
SIONTHL
Topeka, Kas., Aug. 23.—Three killlows:
chase price.
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
any findings respect- ed .in head-on collision and injured
to
make
failure
In witness whereof I hereunto sign ing the captain of the chip, Lucien
Beginning at a point in the cast
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
twn. n
and
hundred
line of Fifth street, one
my hand thie the 8th day of July, Young, does non meet his approval,
23.—
Niagara F21115, N. Y., August
"..:DG•Et W. W8ITTE141011,11:. Pa•hkesh. We.
F:MNIFT W. BAGBY,
seventy-three feet and three inches 1905and here therefore declares that ho Four Ohioans injured in rear-end
ner.
Commissio
Special
southeast
the
(i73 ft. 3 in.) from
clear himself, Capt. Young must ap- collision of trolleys on Great Gorge
corner of Fifth and Broadway streets, • CANPBELI, & CAMIPBELL,
pear before the court-martial. En- route:
Solicitors for Complainant.
running thence at right angles from
sign Chas. T. Wade, who was in 'Hammond, Ind., August 23.—EngiFifth street ade towards Fourth
charge of the machinery, is also or- neer and fireman of Wabash)s New,
0. A .R. at Denver, Col.
street, one hundred and seventy-two
dered before the court-martial.
York flyer injured when train is I
feet, thence southwardly toward's
On account of the National EnCLEANLINESS
by jumping to derail.
Court street, and at a right angle, campment of Grand Army of tfhe Re- POLICE COURT YESTERDAY. ditched
Parkersburg, W. V., August 24.—
is a necessity to perfect Health and an essential element
thirty-one feet to the division line or public, the Illinois Central Railroad
and Ohio freight train in
Baltimore
Padufrom
tickets
oclot
'he
sell
of Happiness.
and
fence between said lot
company will
The Docket was Fairly Full, but of collision;
two killed•and one fatally
in
cupied by the public school building; cah to Denver, Col., and return, on
Minor Cases.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
thence along said line and in a west- August 30th to September 4th, inin24.—Two
August
0.,
of life you should equip your
Mansfield,
comforts
unwardly direction one hundred anti clusive, for $20.30, good returning
•••••10,,
In the police court yesterday the
'
jured in rear-end collision on Baltibe
must
sleeping
cr dressing chamber
Tickets
apartment
street,
rith.
to
Fifth
September
wo
feet
til
seventy-t
tusiness kvas as follows:
more and Ohio.
ositett_with_ joint agent at Denver
I.
W25 fined
_thence_ _with the line of Fifth street
a
with
suc
os_y_
white, one-peso.
•
thirty-one feet to the beginning point, immeiliately upon arrival. An exten- casts on drunk and disorderly charge.
was
`Steedare Porcelain Enatnelzd 1.3V2Shore trolley jumped track and
together with all the rights, title and sion tIntil October 7th can be obtainA fined of $1 and costs was assessinjured.
one
here;
near
ditched
tory and have ranninr, hot and cold
appurtenances thereunto belonging ed upon application and upon pay- ed against W. S. Stephenson for a
water as desired at your touch.
or in any way appertaining. Being the ment of an additional fee of 50 cents. drunk.
Automobile Demand.
same property conveyed to it by J. For further particulars apply to
The trial of J•ohn Pete E.aker was
We have samples in Our showroom
The annual report of the appraiser
W. Canspbele and James Campbell T. T. Donovan, Agt., Paducah, Ky.
set for today. He has two serious
will gladly quote you price).
and
that
charges staring him in the face. One of the Port of New York shows
by deed dated the 4th day of July, G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
demand
the
in
decrease
no
is
there
is for presenting a pistol and the oth1902, and duly acknowledged and deBirthday Party.
er for carrying concealed weapons. for automobiles by the fact that 768
livered to the defendant company on
the 17th day of July, 1902, and reFrank Jcones was fined $5 for a cars, of the total value of $3,000,000,
Master Hinton Ware celebrated his breach of ordinance.
approximately, were imported in the
corded on the 28th day of July, 7902,
afternoon,
fifth
Tuesday
birthday
in McCracken county court cslerk's
The charge of breach of ordinance fiscal year, compared with 435 cafs
to
his
home
at
six
o'clock,
to
four
from
Van
1
111
1
•
against
Thomas Emery was dismiss- imported in 1904. From January
-office.
5.
445
were
with's war- ed.
imports
street,
on
North
the
Seventh
year
this
July
The terms and conditions of this
same
were:
The trial of Will Crart, charged compared with 261 cars in the
sale are as follow", that is to say: , ty. Those little folks present
Helen, Lauri and Ida Graves; Mary with a breath of itlhe peace, was set period last year, and T51 cars in the
Said sale to be conducted and Frances Eaton, Mary Potter, Elizasame six months in 1902.
for next/ Tuesday.
made according to the rules and beth and Blanche Overstreet, Anna
PADUCAH, KY.
130 (UTI THIRD 5171,
practice of and subject to confirma- and Mary Smith, Lallie Robinson,
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Low Rates to California.
tion by this court, and to satisfy the Louise Head, Mildred Berry, Willcured by electrical treatFrom Set pemher 15, to October 3r,
amounts due and to become due as in iam and Grace Turner Eaton, Wayne Dandruff
Body
ments.
massage,
Illinois Central Railroad comElectrical
the
said decree provided for amounting Reeves, Robert Utterback, Joseph
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson pany will sell one-way second-ctaas
to $252,625 oo with interest from the Young and Malan Berry.
Street
tickets to San Francisco,' Los Ange
1st day of July, 1905, at 5 per cent.
San Diego, Cal., for $33.00.
The purchaser or purchasers may
Henry Manitnen. it.. 'the reliable
She---Do you know, I've induced J. T Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
use and apply in making payment of book manufacturer, Blank Books. Mr. Tightwad to give up cigars? He— G. C. Warfieldi, T. A., Union Depot.
the purchase price any of the out- Job and Edition binding. The only Is that so? Why. I've known him for
standing bonds or over-due coupons, exclusive book binder in Paducah. seven years and I never saw him
Kt the head of the dais, Elk's'
secured by said mortgage in skid de- Librarz work st• speeistr.
,
give up ave.—Boston Post.
Dream too sigar.
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thing rushed through, the call goes
cut for a meeting of the general council at a coat of $6o to the taxpayers.
This is a small sum in a sense, but
twenty such meetings in a yehr
amounts to $1,200, or the taxes dn
about $65,000 worth of property. The
business of the city off Paducah can
well be transacted at the regular
meetings except in extraordinary mat
ter, and we do not believe that the
matter of a quarantine ordinance
comes under that head.
This waste of public money is what
makes the taxpayers sore, and criti;
cise the administration. It occurs
with too much frequency, and the
mayor should see that the numerous
leaks are stopped.

Anyone failing to receive this paper
Ft is quite instructive to bear, a
regularly should report the matter to
champion
of a political ticket in a
The Register office at once. Telelittle city election extol the virtues of
phone Cumberland sal
his party within whose lines he finds
a panacea for all municipal ills. But
the fact is overlooked that but a few
months ago, those very same officials
denied the people of this city the
American right of petition, and virtually insulted all good citirens of
Paducah, nor is that all, they have
convinced the people of Paducah that
outside contrctors are given more
consideration by the general council
than property owners who help foot
the bills. Talk about Russia and her
aristocratic government, we don't
have to go to Russia to find that sort
of a thing for it is to be found in the
council chamber of the city hall in
SIZIL•3:1
Paducah. When public officials think
themselves to be greater than the
people, the common good demands
an immediate, change. In fact it is a
Frday Morning, Sept. 1, 1905.
good thing for a city to have a new
deal every few years.
The Street Contract.

.r"

rip

measures are desired they line
their forces and swoop down on the
powers that be and push them
through. Every man who desires to
accomplish anything must, get a move
on him. In this day and generation
it is the hustler 'who gets there

"Inglorious peace" is what St. Petersburg declares the "treaty of NN'as4iington" to be. In St. Petersburg it
is clear that valor and honor are
prized higher than dollars and cents,
or "blood money." Witte in rejoicing over his "pas, un sou" (not a cent
—"not a kopec") clearly thought les3
of valor and more of dollars than his
people of St. Petersburg.

FOOLISH
QUARANTINE
AN EX-PADUCAHAN AT BILOXI
WRITES ABOUT THE
SCARE HERE.

NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
TI-

We have just opened an up-to-date and well stockedthardwar
e department for our establishment, and are carrying a mamm
oth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes

To

Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Graniteware, Carpenter: and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builde
rs'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by
the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with leadinghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money
.
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Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
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Says Yellow Fever Is No More to
the South Than Malarial Fever
To This Section.

109 South 2nd Street,

thei

Paducah, Kentucky.

by its results and render judgment
ONE OF RESIGNATION
accordingly.
Dear Editor:
By their own confession, Equitable General Tone of
Russian Press ReJust received your Sunday paper. directors admit that if they were not
TELEPHONE 50.
garding Peace Settlement.
and it is rather amusing to see the knavish the+ were negligent, and that
efforts of the people of Illinois and if they were not criminal they were
St. Petersburg, Aug. at.—The genKentucky to keep the yellow fever ignorant and careless of their duties eral tone of the press
this morning is
out. This city is within eighty and their great trust.
one of resignation.
The Novoe
miles of New Orleans and twelve
Vremya is the noteworthy exception.
miles from' Gulfport and nine mi:es
.The editor, M. Souvorin, refuses to
A Good Fishing Story.
from Mississippi City, both of which
believe in the solidity of peace and
(Metropolis Herald,)
places are now reported to have yelcontends that it i3 simply a stage toA
crowd
of
colored men and wobow fever. In Mississippi City the
wards a new struggle between Rusreport is that there have been twen- men were fishing in the river near sia and Japan. The Novoe
Vremya's
Fort
Massac
one
day recently, with
ty-five cases; no new casts for three
article displays further irritation tomore
or
less
success,
when
one
authorities
wothe
"Competition is the life of trade" days; twenty four cases discharged
Two months ago
man after making a cast got a bite wards President Roosevelt for his
were so eager to award the recon- is an olsi saying, but nevertheless as cured and one under treatment. and
mediation which the paper conciders
hastily pulled in.
She lost the
was "regrettable, inopportune and
struction of Kentucky avenue and true. Monopoly is repugnant to a re- Very mild yellow fever, to say the fish but was surprised to
find an eleleast! Fever is supposed to have
even disastrous for Russia."
Jefferson street to the bitulithic peo- publican form of government, bebeen in New Orleans since the first gant gold breast pin dangling from
For Women and
The Synontechestva says:
the
genhook.
the
session
On
of
special
cause it is inimical to the peoples' in- of June, and yet thousands
the face of the pin the
ple that a
of people
Children.
"After
a
shameful
Russia
war
eral council was called at an expense terest. Paducah has better telegraph came to this cay up to and including name "Nellie E. L. Lincoln" in rais- could certainly lay
no
claim
to
an
ed
enamled
letters
appears, but the
c.f $60 to the txpayers, two days be- service than it did when only one the twenty-first of July, and in this
owner, or how or when the pin came honorable peace. She should concity
of
7,000
people
there
not
meeting
is
a
regular
the
gratulate herself on the cessation of
company was located here; the telefore the date for
,
half dozen cases of sickness of any there is a mystery.
the
war, the continuing of which
was
boards.
exle
the
phone service is considerably better
of one of
description.
would have cost immeasurable greatplained by the champions of the bit- than when a monopoly existed, and
BURNED WITH CREOSOTE.
Why the people of Cairo sad Paer sacrifices."
ulithic people at that time that the so it will be ia all lines whether it be ducah will persiat in ruining their
Other radical papers while criticizindecent haste was to save time and public corporations or in mercantile trade and scaring their citizens to While Handling "Preserved Ties" ing the peace terms express pleasure
Several
Persons Were Injured.
enable the contractor to prepare for life. We are constantly howling for death with wild rumors is more thai
at the conclusion of the war which
they hope will be followed by a conthe work so as to have the streets more railroads when with those now I can understand. Of course it beSeveral
perosns
An
who were at work
hooves them to be careful, but the
certed effort at internal developcompleted before fall. Two months here it is possible to go direct to
for
the
Illinois
Central
comrailroad
senselesa quarantine against everyment.
HIGH CLASS SPECIALTIES
pany near Mayfield were burned on
of the finest weather we have ever any part of the globe. Who is it thing and everybody
is worse than
had for out-door work has been wast- that opposes more competition in brutal. Natchez, Miss., was the first the hands and arms in a peculiar
Prices: Children to, and Adults aoc.`
ed and not a lick has been struck on railroads? Those interested in the City to put on a shotgun quarantine, manner yesterday. They were handling
and
laying
ties
cross
which
had
the work of building the streets; July ones now here.. Who will oppose and still it i's the first city to Con- been
Seats on Sale Friday 9 a. m.
soaked in creosote and in this
tract the disease. So you see the
and August ftainished ideal weather. competition in public utilities? Only
most of the quarantines are aseless. manner they were painfully but not
but the time has been wasted, and those interested in the ones now here. The fact is,
the reasonable people seriously burned. Four persons who
,Member of Zeigler expedition says
now the board of public works has The most good to the greatest num- down here don't think yellow fever were the worst burned were brought fleet is necessary
to reach pole.
here
yesterday
afternoon
late and sent
ordered the work to be held up until ber is a principle well laid
Cape Girardeau and New Medrid
TELEPHONE 548
down and i, any more than malaria, of which to the T. C. hospital for treatment.
Cairo and Paducah are never free.
next spring, an action which snits us that is what the people of
counties, Mo, show large gains in
Paducah They
believe there is yellow fever in
cotton exported diving tooa.
personally for the reason that by that want.
New Orleans but they have it there TRAGED IN A RAILWAY COACH • The will of Mrs. Samuel Colt, widtime the authorities may 'become conmore or less every year and as long
ow of the inventor of the Colt fireThe view the Leasiaville Post fakes as appropriations
vinced that brick is the tipper materare made in Missis- Alfred Ray is Killed and Williain arm. was probated, leaving an estate
Blain Seriously Wounded by
of Padarah's quarantine flurry is con- sippi and Louisiana to fight the fever
ial to use.
of $3,000,000. A large portion is left
Colored Porter.
it will continue lo be there. All
At the time the snap meeting of tained in this paragraph:
for religious and public purposes.
President Roosevelt says: "Whis"Paducah has chosen a strange kinds of fever are declared suspicious
the general council was held to
'Louisville, Ky., Aug. 31.—Alfred
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
until they have an expert sent by the
tle softly; we are getting into thin
award the contract, and to otsr minds time an& the wrong side of the quesRay
was
instantly
killed and William
marine hospital service to diagnose
timber, but we are not yet out of the
Slain is seriously injured as a result
purposely held to pt -vent the prop- tion to raise an issue with the state the case; and whatever
Fun for the Weary
he says goes.
woods."' He declares most importfight
a
of
train
on
No.
44, of Hen- ant part of work
telt! owners front protesting against board of health on the quarantine The best thing about it is the cleanof peace remains to
bitulithic streets, The Register tool question. The safe and the sane po- ing up they are giving the cities front derson route, at 6:30 o'clock last be done.
night. John Hetsbank, colored, porAll the cats in Owcnshoro are beoccasion Co 'criticise the officials for sition taken by Kentucky in the midst one end of the country to the other. ter
of the parlor car, is held in the
Character Comedy Success.
their indecent hasfe•and pointed out of the panic a montis ago has been of especially old Paduke, as the Lord county jail at Hardinsburg charged ing killed by order of the board of
knows she is not getting it any to*
diphthhealth
prevent
spread
to
a
of
that there seemed to be "a nigger in great service to the South.
Ray and Blain
Now soon and I predict that the falling with the shooting.
eria.
the woodpile," and later. develop- that the danger has passed, and the off of sickness of all kinds in the next were passengers and drunk, it is tiaid.
The 'cholera epidemic at Manila, P.
ments 'tend to- show the correctness fever is disappearing, Paducah would year will well repay them for all the They got into a row with Ilentrank I., is growing in severity.
and the shooting followed.
Albert Welter, formerly of Paduestablish a quarantine to protect the expense attached to the cleaning. Alof our positiciat ,1 •
cah,
though
has been warranted in Louisville
Mississipp
live
I
in
my
i
afTwo years ago a misguided public commercial cowards of Cairo. Let
Resists Cairo's Quarantine.
for killing Joseph Garr. Welter is
fections are centered in Padiicah and
voted street .impcoliernent bonds, and Cairo do her own work for her own
Capt. N. B. Thistlewood, of Cairo, non est.
I always fe01 proud of anything good
MOST
great big chunk of that money is injury,"
Secretary Taft has left Manila for
emanating from my old home. We is bitterly fighting the guarantine at
WONDIVPUT:
The "alarmists" in Paducah who have a beautiful little city here on 'his home. He lives outside of the Japan and en route home.
still tied up in the banks. Poor nunPLAY
refused
city
and
has
persecure
a
to
Mrs. Joella Corbett, of Nashville,
*gamma somewAhere.
OF ITS
When
the fear they will lose a few dollars in the gall; w fine, healthy climate, plen- mit to come into town, but comes
Tenn., fell from a window of her resCLASS.
bonds *ere Jilted it was thought that trade should take a bark seat and not ty of Cita crabs, oyster's and plenty and goes as he pleases. Ile is about
idence and was killed. In looking out
,business
yIllow
of
vihen
they
keep
make
our city the laughing stock of
in lessto two years the money
to create "a disturbed hornet's nest." of the window she misplaced her
A Guaranteed Laugh Producer.
fever out of New Orleans. Wishing
Deputy U. S. Marshal Sanders hand.
would
expended, and the main the country.
success to the best paper in my old
Prices:
Matinee—Children
15c,
Wednesday had occasion to and did
Kaiser Wilhelm IT. receives from adults asc.
part of the city improved, but it will
home, I remain yours truly,
Night—ac, 35c, soc,
quarantine
pass
came
the
as a gov- 600 to aoo letters and appeals daily.
John E. Madden, the "great Blue
be at least three years before the
ED J. JONES. ernment
officer.
Senator John W. Daniel, of VirginSeats on sale Saturday at g a. m.
Grass section horseman," is fighting
money is spent.
211 I
ia,
is editing the mernoris of General
an afterrept of his wife to get a
iquitable
The
.Confessi
4
on.‘
diNOT TO WITNESS SIGNING.
Juba' A. Early.
(Cairo Bulletin.)
vorce from him, with alimony as
The Leaks at the Treasury.
Oyster Bay, Aug. ‘11,s—Settaesary
Among the little trades of Paris is
The answer of the directors of the Loeb announced today that President
that of wiling food for birds, either
After all the excitement and hur- trimmings, with more vim and deter- Equitable Life Assurance society
to Roosevelt would not go to Ports- in the street
or in a• corner of tire
rah raised about an ordinance to em- mination than he ever conducted a the charws brought against them by
mouth or anywhere else to witness market place.
power tl general council to establish horse race. His one determination the state of New York will probably the signing of the peace treaty. n
In Hesse, Germany, a tax has been
a quarantine, at the very last reading apparently is that Ms. Maiden shall he summed up by the average titan in win, be signed wherever the envoys put on bachelors, who now have to
-about
the
following
terms:
select and it will not be necessary pay 25 per cent, more in taxes than
of the bill it) is discovered that the not get any of his money, and yet he
"We confess that some of us may for the president to attend the cere- married
men.
word 'general" is left out, and the has engaged an army of fifteen law- 'have been
knaves, that some of us
W. P. Frith, R. A., received $6,000
whole brefeeethirporhave to be gone yers to defend him and his purse. were certainly fools, and that all of mony.
for his painting of "Before Dinner at
over again. Thl'i piece of work has How strange are these facts taken in us may have been fools. Will the
Boswell's Lodginga." Three years
Suits Increase
cost the taxpayers of Paducah over mind when one recalls that Madden state pleace cure our folly and reTwo more libel suite were filed later it sold for $23,000.
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
against the steamer Charleston yes$too for called meetings and it was matst have promised Mrs. Madden at form our knavery?"
Afghan women ride in closely hood goods. Gloves,
masks, balls, bats
Such a summary of the Equitable's terday as follows: A J. Hogan, ad- cd palanquins borne on
the shoulders etc, etc.
money thrown away. Who is re- some time love (and support) and
answer would he, of course, rough ministrator,
for $24; Dan Finnie $45 or four sturdy servants, with a relay
"
sponsible for thc omission and for protection (of honor as well as life.) hewn and. in many cases, unjustifiabof bearers following behind.
this waste of the taxpayers' money? It is dollars to doughnuts that the ly severe. Any fair minded critic
The Hot Lakes district of New Zca
Rudolph Williaanson shot and killThe members of the general council woman is not entirely to blame in mnat admit that such a summary ed Rene Sanne in New York and land includes seven, lakes ranging in
would he untrue and rinjost ap to this then fatally shot himself. He had area from three to thirty-one
are paid $3 per meeting for attending this Madden incident.
square
Equitable official on this point, and sent to Norway for the girl to bebeides many of smaller size.
tc the public's business, and the city
as to that one on that other point, come his wife and she turned him
J. P. Hall, of the SantaFe, is or& Jackson Sta. phone iv',
solicitor receives $r,000 for the same
Organization is the key to success. and that on all points it may not CLOW71 on arrival.
ganizing an association composed of
& Clay Sta., phone 38
duties, and the responsibility rests No business
fully
apply
to the conduct of any one
men who were once messenger boys.
can be conducted sucof the men involved.
upon one or the other.
The docket of the court of appeals The list, it is said, includes Andrew
cessfully unless the forces be organYet in such scandals as the Equit- for this state, which convenes this Carnegie, William C. Van Horne,
E. A. Jones, editor of the HenderIn behalf of the taxpayers of this ized so as to co-operate
the one able'a the general pufilic cannot dismonth, is the largest for years. It Marvin lloghitt, W. A. Gardner, Col. son (Ky.) Journal, while hunting for
city The RegiAter desires to say that branch with
the other. So it is with tinguisla with nicety between degrees contains 518 cases.
Robert C. Clowny and A. J. Farling. a burglar in his house, fell down the
the general council have too many in- all movements
Harry K. Devereaux of Cleveland, steps with a pistol in his hands and
. If certain interests of knavery and folly and divide blame
fernal called meetings. Every time a desire to put
If P. Malian, a Boer colonel, who is the only living model, of the three' site-it himself seriously in the Ade. He
their men in office, they between individtials with precItion
The public cannot look into the heart served in the South African war, is who posed for the famous painting, was alone in his home at the
little conttactor, a public corpora- send out
time.
their street corner oratorw
of the accused and read their motives. conductor on a street carAtze in Kan- "Yankee Doodleal portrayed by
tion or a seary citizen wants some- and effect
an organization. If certain Jt niu4t judge
Willard.
zoc a Week for The Register_
the situation as a whole sas City. ;
I
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TOMORROW NIGHT

LUCKY INVESTMENT.

THE HAGUE CONFEREN4a1

Miss Lulu Reed Draws a Quarter Sec Renewed Efforts to Have
Another
den of Utah Land.
Meeting Probable.

THE REPUBLICANS
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THE ENCAMPMENT OF THE
The trip that Mss Lula Reed made
Washington, Msg. 31.—It is regard- COMMITTEE TO
MEET TOSTATE GUARDS NEARLY
through the West several weeks ago ed here as probable that,
immediateNIGHT
TO
CALL
CONOVER.
may prove a very profitable one. ly upon the conclusio
n and final sigVENTION.
While passing through Grand Junc- nature of the treaty
of peace between
tion, Col., a city of about 5,000 inhab- Russia and
Japan there will be a reToday and Saturday Will End the itant,, si me land owners were giving newed effort to secure another
inlet- Will Put Ticket in
away .8,ocx, acres of land in Utah and thg of The
the Field for NoOuting, Which Has Been
Hague conference, itri'ac-'
vember Contests—May be a
each person who registered could cordance with
Most Pleasant.
President Rooseviles
take a number and pay 25 cents for a suggestion to the
Split.
powers last spring.
chance in the allotment to be made.
Following the original proposition
To the person who finds the green tag, No.
This is the last day but one of the There were more than 3p,000 people fpr a reassembling of the conference,
who registered their names in the (he president
4650, which we have lost somewhere in
state guard encampment. Tomorrow
sent out a second cir- .There is a call out for a meeting of
night the boys leave camp for home drawing and among this large nutn-, cular •nete notifying the powers that, the republican county and city comthe down-town district we will give away
ber there was only a few to be the in his judgment,
via a special train which should defurther proceedings,- mittees for tonight and, as formerly,
lucky ones. Miss Lula Reed', daugh- including the
absolutely tree of charge, the best Steel
part at 10 o'clock. Sunday will see
-call, should be left .to the gathering will be held at the Evter of Judge W. M. Reed, of this city, the resident
ening
Sun
office. The purpose of the
council at The Hague.
them at their respective abiding
Range that has so far been built, a Buck's.
invested a quarter and was one of the The state 'departme
nt has /earned meeting is to select a time and a way
places.
liteley persons, as she drew a ticket since then that
nearly all the powers to name tickets for the coming NoYesterday the general officers were
This range is now on exhibition in our
entitling her to 16o acres of the land. addressed, while
winaccepting the pro- vember election.
busy making up the general reports
Miss Reed was acComparried on her ject, qualified their
dow. The lost tag is in plain sight someIt is given out—and this is no
acceptance of the
oi the encampment incidental to the trip
by Miss Jean_ Toddy
the- statenient that doubt the fixed artangement of the
winding up of the camp. .Though boro.
•
where in the down-town district.
the new conferencr should be defer- leaders—that precfra meetings will be
The
-fire camp will break Saturday night
Miss Reed was apprised of the fact red until - the conclusio
numb
er is 4650.
n of hostilities held to name delegates to convenit will be Monday before the grounds of her
fortune this week but she does between Japan and
Russia. There tion, whicefonventions shall name
are cleared.
not know the value of the property. the 'matter
has rested as far as the' the Itickets fe chosen. The idea
Up to the last minute of the en- She is awaiting
the arrival of her state department is sitdvised, and
campment the regular dril will con- father,
it is not to leave these selections to the
who is sojourning in Macka- probably will require the
issuance of party but to the party manipulators.
tinue. This being the case there wild nac, Mich.,
to investigate the proper a third circular note to set
In the same connection it is intithe wheels
no doubt tie a large gathering tomor- ty for her.
in motion.-and bring about the
desired mated that an effort will' be made to
row evening to see the guards in
conference. Any of the signatory select a ticket which will catch
their last dress drill.
the
CAPT. HENRY COMPLIMENTED powers might feel disposed to
put so-called independent element in the
The staff officers got their pay yesforth such a note, but, on the
112-116 NORTH FOURTH STREET,
terday, an aggregate sum of $3,whole, democratic ranks, and the play is for
it is regarded as rather
Reception Given Him Last Night
more prob- a mixed ticket. But the task and
by
90749able that President Roosevelt
Local Knights of Pythias.
will file ''of the party are not going to be
Today at the law the be,* shootccmplete the movement he has
ini- thus led astray. They know that it
ers in the regiment will have a conThe reception given last night to tiated and soon after Secretary
Root's will be useless to try and hold the
test. Much interest is had in the Capt.
Jouett Henry, of Hopkinsville, return to Washington. the president negro
element of the party into line
result there being some rivalry.
by the local Knights of Pythia.4: at will advise him touching the
.
1.11.
1 1111
.
.
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issuance on a mixed ticket, and they will
Another guard was found so ill their
castle habl, was 'a well attended of the necessary reminder.
therefore demand a ticket which shall
yesterday that he had to be sent
and most delightful lodge affair. Capt.
go into the contest under the party
borne. He was W. Warren, of Co. W Henry
is the present chancellor of
NEW RAILROAD MEASUR
emblem.
of Henderson, and he has organic the
E
state for the Knights and a
It already appears that there is to
beart troubles .
Stages Yesterday.
brother who is held in the highest Townsend to Continue Move
'Cairo 21.4, to fall.
for be a fight in the convention whether
esteem. The.reception was arranged
Their Regulation.
Chattanooga 4.0, 0.1 fall.
or no, for there are many members
THE NEW STREET WORK. both as a complime
nt. and to give the
Cincinnati 10.7, 0.1 fall.
who say that there shall be none of
local members an opportunity to meet
Wlashington„Aug .31.—"I am con- the old time shenanig
Evansville 9.0, 1.2 fall.
an; that party
Likely to Be Deferred Owing to De- their chief
state officer, therefore was fident that sonic measure for the principles
Florence, missing.
and not trickery shall conlay in Beginning.
largely a social gathering, but there further regulation of interstate comGive safe, prompt and positive
Johnsonville 5.3, 0.2 fall.
trol and win in November.
were a number of talks made which merce will pass both houses of conrelief for a nervracking, head
Louisville 4.6, oo fall.
Complete county and city tickets
The bitulithic streets if is pr•-tiahle were
Splitting headache.
highly enjoyed. This was par- gress at the coming long session,"
They
M.
Carmel
4.1 stand.
will be put in the field if the rank and
way not be built on Jefferson street, ticularly
the case as to Capt. Henry's said Representative Townsend, one file hold
Nashville 8.9, 0.2 rise.
Sixth, Seventh and. Ninth streets unsway, but if the leaders—
tabk, he telling the members many of the authors of the Esch-TownPittsburg 5.7, 0.3 fall.
the manipulators—can hold the rank
til next spring. The board of public
pleasant things relative to their order. send bill. "I shall introduce a bill
Davis Island Dam.
works has decided that the work can
and file down there will be only cerProf. Hatfield presided over the re- containing the main provisions of the
St. Louis 12.9, 1.3 fall.
not be completed before the heavy
tain nominations made and the old
ception and was ably assisted by the old one, but particularly specifying
Mt. Vernon 9.2, 1 I fall.
winter months are upon us. The city
party emblem abandoned for the
engineer decided on this matter and members in general. A dozen or private cars, so as to bring them contest.
Paducah 10.7, 0.7 fall.
suggested it to the board. The board more Knights from Camp Yeiser ac- clearly within the scope of the interMild or severe
headaches,
The
will take te matter before the gen- companied Capt. Henry to the gath- state commerce commission.
The Dick Fowler will leave at 8
UNPRECEDENTED RECORD .
acute or chronic headaches,
ering
discussio
and
n
were
of
cordially
the
received.
summer,
it seems to
eral council and hear their opinion reo'clock this morning on her regular
sick, nervous or neuralgia headThe reception will be recorded as a me, has greatly strengthened the degarding the work.
trip to Cairo.
Hundred
Over
Arrests
Two
by
aches--any and all headaches
Pored letter incident in the history of mand for railroad legislation, and I
The Maud Kilgore is to undergo
lice in August.
ate speedily relieved by these
the local lodge.
bebeve that the president has exrepairs at the Mechanicsburg docks.
AGED COUNTRYMAN DEAD
powders.
perienced no change in his frequently
The Ifartft has gone to Casey/stile
Two hundred and fourteen arrests
expressed
opinions.'
GOES TO NEW ORLEANS
Had Beer Resident of This Section
wax the unprecedented record made after a tow of coal.
The Joe Fowler will be today's
Many Years.
by the Paducah police force during
Went Back as Citizen and Not as a
Negro Women Fight.
the month of August. The charges Evansville packet.
Patrolman Cross and Terrell were on which arrests were made are as
Prisoner.
Me. R. L. Foster, aged 72 years,
The Saltillo is due from St. Louis
• DRUG GIST
called to Eaker's row on North Third follows:
died yesterday morning at his home
enroute to the Tennessee river. ,
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
The Walter Coleman case was fin- street about i o'clock this morning
In the Massac section of the counThe Savannah has passed out of the
Robery, fugitive, t; forgery, I;
ty. The canoe of his death was lung ally settled yesterday by him agree- to quell a fight between two drunken grand larceny, 6; murder, I; malicious Tennessee river to St. Louis.
TELEPHONE 63.
affection. He was born in Virginia. ing to return to New Orleans with- negro women, named ENa King and aosault, 1; robbery, 3; grand larceny,
Prices show boat is moored at Mebut had resided in this county since out a requisition, but not as a prison- Addle Chapman. The latter woman fugitive, 2; housebreaking, 4; malic- chanicsburg.
early manhood. He leaves a wife and er. He had been held several days had a wound over her eye while the iong,sbooting and wounding, 2; petty
The Kentucky arrived here last
a children. The burial will take pendinid the action of‘the proper other did not appear to be injured. laccany, 6; breach of the peace, 67; night from the Tennessee river and
place in the Williams cemetery today. court in which he could be given a They fought for some time before breach of ordinance, 16; disorderly will leave on her return trip tomorhearing. A written contract was any one saw them to notify the offi- conduct, 14; drunk and disorderly,
The recollection of the quality of
13; row evening at 5 o'clock.
drunk, 19; insulting language, 5; tresCharles Odom, who claimed Cairo, drawn up yesterday by his attorney cers.
The Wilford has gone to Joppa to our prescriptions remain, long after
Ili, as his home, was burned to Hal Corbett and all parties signed it.
pass, 5; vagrancy, 3; flourishing pis- unload a tow of ties.
the price is forgotten.
tol, 2; concealed weapons, 6; gaming,
'death in a house at Cincinnati. His The agreement was to the effect that
The river men are anxious for big
GOT WRONG MEDICINE.
wife escaped by jumping from a win- he was to return to New Orleans as
Praire, Du Chien. Wis., Aug. 31.— 7; violating Sabbath, 3; converting rains for if the river continues to fall
a citizen to answer such charges that Vtlill C. Boland, aged 13, of Senia, is property, 1; inlecent exposure, I; at this point it will not be long until
dow.
may he filed against him. Coleman dead, and his mother is in awful ag- shooting in cit, limits, 1; cruelty to many boats wit have to cease navi•
has been having chills this week but ony as a result of administration of animals, i; profane language, r; disor gation.
recovered •tifficiently to return last dose of corrosive sublimate instead derly hou•e, it; selling malt liquors
Captain Frank Brown is confined
night with the officers, Messrs. Stubbs of cream of tartar by mistake.
without license, I; maintaining rruis- to his home with a malarial attack.
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
and Kenner
once, 4; peace warrant, 1; escaped
FOR
7th and Broadway.
Tel. 756.
from chain gang, arrested, 2; surrenGoes Home Today.
A Big Hay Dealer.
Prescript
ions
called
for
and
delivCondition Critical.
Mn, Martin, a member of the sec- dered by bondsman, ; attachment,
Mr. G. W. Rappolee, the big hay ered
charge
free
of
T;
anywhere
arrese.ed
in the
on capias, t
ond regiment of Cynthiana, Ky,
, who
dealer of Simithland, is in the city
Worten, who has been has been in the Riverside hospital for
Mrs. J. .4
HAVE ARRIVED
looking after his business interests. city.
1
Row Among Negroes.
visiting in Denver, Col., returned yes- over two weeks, has recovered suffiRappolee has already this season
terday afternoon and itnrnt-diately ciently to return to his home today.
bought and sold about half a million
A trio of negroes composed of Joe pciunds of hay and expects to buy
An elegant line of imported cloths left for Hampton, Livingston county,
Hughss, Alice Hughes and Beulah that much more in. the next few
Daed Filed For Record.
son,
attend
little
to
bedside
the
her
of
and suiting, for Fall and Winter.
Robert Perkins and wife to Wal- Homer were arrested last night by weeks. He has established a reputaWheeler Wooer), who is very ill. Mr.
Minor Brought Back.
Make your selections now and Worten left yesterday morning when lace 'Jenkins, property in the coun- Officers Gross and Terrell on the tion along the river for some distance
Detective Will Baker returned yescharge of fighting. It is alleged that as the biggest hay deakr in the terday
he learned that his son had grown ty. Consideration $12,000.
avoid the rush.
afternoon from Mlurphysboro,
a regular family argument ensued country.
worse. The child has been ill but
ill., with Rufe Minor, who is the ne—Ernest Onment came to light for some time after which a regular
was thought to be improving. A regro who assaulted Officer Crow in
lapse occurred yesterday morning again yesterday but has not been ar- fistictiff resulted. in which all partici044 Bullion—"What! You wish to May lass year while on an excursion
man named pated but no serious damage result- marry my daughter? She is a mere on the Dick Fowkr,
and the child's condition; at last re- rested. 'He and a
and has since
port was considered critical. The Charles Weber engaged in a mutual ed. The scraping occurred on North school girl, yet." Suitor—"Yes,
been eluding the officers. An examin
MERCHANT TAILORS.
child was visiting relatives at Hamp- fight. Weber was arrested by Cap- Fifth street at the rear of Tate's I came early do avoid the rush."— ing trial will be given
him this morn516 Broadway. Opp. Fraternity Bld. ton when taken ill.
Wood.
grocery.
New York Weekly.
ing in police court.
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New 'VA fall fashions.

WEDDING COMBINE

IN OUR VICINITY Illinois Central Railroad

Written For The Register.
THE GRIM REAPER TAKES
FROM LIFE MORE VICTIMS.

Which Reaped Rich Harvest
Among Susceptible Ferns

„

TIME TABLES

Corrected Aug. aand, 1905.
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"Here's Your Man."
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"Oh, Jimmy; look, here is the man
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Mrs. Johnson was
gowns will extend into a demi- eral months.
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ceremanborn
for
if
train
voile
a
full
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train,
eolienne,
ed. Walton‘was handsome and ac- that retain prestige are
was married to
She
32 years of age.
and wool stuffs. ious occasions.
complished. He could speak fluently and several other silk
and leaves be1894
in
ir
are
Johnson
Mr.
cloaks
and
for
coats
Separate
in a claim
at least four languages. He was a A new silk voile puts
bright chilthree
lovely chiffon, considerable variety. For street wear, sides her husband
professional man, and it was an easy favor,' and for chiffon,
paletot
loose
the
dren.
de
coat,
Crepe
the Empire
matter for him to flatter and deceive no substitute can be found
material, with half-fitting back, and the long
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
any woman. The supposed stool-pig- Chine, essentially an evening
(Mayfield Minnitor, 31st )4t.)
Soft capes as well, are made of heavy favariety.
every
in
own
its
holds
Belleof
a
nce
eon made the acquainta
Stanford Bridges fell off the roof EVER BEEN OFFERED TO TIV PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
in high es- ille, of velvet, of broadcloth or lightvue woman, whose name can not now eiliks of all kinds are held
a house he is building in the Souof
quotkersey.
be
must
weight
AND BORDER TO MATCH
be found in the police records, as the teem, and among these
thern portion of the city and broke A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING
FANNIE FIELD.
in pale hues,
system now in Vogue was not carried ed radium silks, always
his wrist.
SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLOout at that time. After a short acWilkins died at the home FOR THE
'Charles
.
quaintance the couple was married. ker, 205 Broome street, one of Vs•itz- was employed
father, James Wilkins, near RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE c1-I-ING Al 6 CENTS PER
Mks. Parkhill then had a furnished of his
The wedding was performed in Ken- hoff's former wives, to Benjamin
a short illhorn Pottsville, Thursday, after
tucky. Four days afterward Dr. Wal- Franklin, lawyer of Dora Dorff, an- room house at 116 Schermer
ROLL., WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY r%c PER SINGLE ROLL.
neve
ton disappeared, taking with film other deserted wife. Witzhoff mar- street, Brooklyn, where, by a singuAND BEAUTIFUL
lar coincidence, Frederick E. Carlton.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW
$1,800 which the confiding wife had ried her, secured Poo and fled.
ic Transportation.
Prehistor
marrying
for
record
a
has
that
also
who
knew
fitting
she
of
said
givegn him for the purpose
Miss Youcker
DESIGN& ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGN'S AT 5c, tor, toe, ass
callup all office. The matter was report- afterward he assumed at different lived later. There Dr. Witzhoff
News.)
Track
Four
(The
$300 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL BRICKS
ed to the then chief of detectives, L. places the names of Abraham Kreig- ed, and they wore married at the LuPrehistoric peoples were wanderers AND UP TO
and
l'sf. 'Hazen, who placed Detective er, Horowitz. Gluiker, Schwartz, Co- theran church, Eighth avenue
n, on and travelers. They evidently want- TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA WELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
James Dwyer on the case. Dwyer hen, Calm. Goldstein and Stein, and Fifty-seventh street, Mlanhatta
om ed to go somewhere and perfected the
bridegro
The
opened Dr. Walton'e trunk and found that under one or the other of these 'September 19, 1903.
AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COLWest- use of paths and began the use of DESIGNS IN CORNICE
letters from women in seven different names he married different girls only signed his name as Dr. George
caught and trained all
They
roads.
ALL
S TO MATCH.
cities, each one of them beliving she to rob and desert them at the first op- hoff.
he bests of Murder. they clearly' OR AND LOVELY AFFRINSED BORDER
portunity.
was his wife.
Even Swindled a Father-in-Law.
building,
bridge
cif
knew something
BURLAPS. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
All Over World.
Married Two in a Week.
Under the plea that he was a den- understood in a crude way the art of COLORS IN
The letters were from St. Louis,
Under the name of Goldstein the tist of experience and ability Dr. steering by tbe aid of the stars, and
SE HERE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEMilwaukee, man married Rebecca David, of No. Witzhoff got his wife's father, who how to use the wind to Ill their sails JAPANE
Minneapolis, Detroit,
Isouieville and other cities. Dwyer 294 Stanton street. He married a lives at Sayville, L. I. to give her and to use an oar to catioer their boats. SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. MAI ALSO CARRY A FULL LINK
secured information that led him to week later another girl named
$3,000 to start a dental office at
They invented in their narrow lanINDULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINDr. Witzhoff guage all the terms used in the trans- OF BEA.DINGS, ROOM
believe that Walton had wives in becca," who lived on Attorney street, Bridgeport, Cann.
Paris,
London,
the
made
him
Australia,
Melbourne,
portation of their time. They
and in ten days deserted and robbed tried to get his wife to give
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
Berlin and other cities. The case vies each worncin.
money, but she refused, and, instead, paths and the paths made them.
NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
soon forgotten, so far as the local
These marelages were all arrang- superintended the opening of the Travel widened their ideas, gave them PAPER& CALL AND SZE OUR
police were concerned. NOTIC of the ed through a schatchen or marriage Bridgeport place.
new, outlooks on life, stimttlated•
WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
and
diecovery; BE CONVINCED THAT WE
detectives recognized in tile portraits broker. The broker participated in
An inicdent there was the begin- trade, invention
of Dr. Witzhoff. whose fame is now the plunder, and was one of the gang. ning of much of his trouble. It was brought distant tribes and peoples to- OIVZ YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
international, the visage of the Cin- The idea was, according to Sophie said that Witzhoff tried to swindle a gether, and' made for peace. Both
cinnati heart breaker. Dr. Walton'e Yeticker's knowledge, that ali of the friend, who began an investigation. the river and the sea were the great
wife, however, had a button portrait gang participated in some way in the which made it positive that Witzhoff teachers of the early men, and transof her husband, which she had turn- plunder, which has reached, she says, had married Miss Etta Randall, of portation laid the foundation stones
ed over to Detective Dwyer. Dwyer at least $25,000.
Boston, on Feb. 19. 1903. under the of civilization.
fully
took the picture home with him and
further
was
name of Dr. Geo. A. Muller.
Dr. Witzhoff
as Frederick
showed it to his-avife. She was much identified yesterday
In a spirit of revenge Witzhoff'e TWO FELL FROM A BRIDGE
interested in the story of the wrong- Schote, a native of Neufchatel, Switz- supposed friend, wrote to Miss Ran- 'Fort Wayne, Ind., Aug. at.—Mrs.
ed Kentucky woman, and his features erland.
dall, telling 'her that her husband was Emma Lyons was killed' and Sigwere indelibly impressed upon her
living with another wife in Bridge- mund, Gleseler was fatally injured
Arrested in Philadelphia.
memory, and the moment she saw
port. Miss Randall hurried to Con- yesterday by falling from the Clinton
His first trouble in Philadelphia,
the portrait in the Chicago paper, six
arrived at Bridgeport street bridge to the rocks at the botvisited about eight nhtieue. She
years later, she recognized it as that which he first
ry of her marriage. tom of St. Mary's river. It is believed
anniversa
the
on
years ago, was *hen he was caught
ir Dr. Walton.
When she found the house and they were leaning over a rotten rad
practicing dentistry without a license
on the door Witzhoff, or which broke. Mks. Lyons lived one
Syndicate Had soo Victims.
knocked
agents of the American Dental asby
marriage
3I.—A
August
hour and Gleseler is stilt unconopened it.
New York,
sociation. He wag then known as Muller
scious, with a fractured skull, and
.
syndicate, with Dr. Geo. A. Witzhoff,
Hoodwink
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,Schete, and he was fined $300,
Dr.
latthe
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head,
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,
slight chance for recovery.
arch-bigamist
Witzhoff was able to carry off the
which he paid and then disappeared.
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PRAISES MIKADO "MEE SAKE" I SKY SCRAPERS BRITON'S STORY EXCURSIONS
STATEMENT MADE BY TOKIO SIX MISS GRACE PUTNAMS
ON NEW YORK TO HAVE THE OF
MAN JUSTIFIES.
A JOINT VACATION.
TALLEST HOTEL IN THE
WORLD.

. 121
z5a.m.
ooa.211).

St. Louis and Tennessee River PackENCOUNTER IN WHICH et company—the cheapest and best
BLACK AND STOTTS
excursion out of Paducah.
FELL.

1Explains and Justifies Position of Ja- Five More to Join This Six in
Unique
pan's Ruler and People on
Organization--"What's In
It Will Have Forty-Two Stories and Herron Says Black Had Warned Him
Peace Settlement.
A name?"
Will Accommodate a Small
of Trouble—Speeches Were
Army.
Made Yesterday.

sop.m.
280.m.
soa.m.
35PmnI5pon.
2op.m.
°opus.

$8.00 for the Round
Trip tolennessee river
and return.

btoN2es ar2d
FzUrtr2ithrte.

oloalso
:54:sum
) 29a-rn-

Clem

2.35a.m.
:3oa m.
a:55.p.m.
•:559.1u.
4:55P-m-

Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely bow rates are announced via the Southern railway from
points on i,ts lines for the forlowttig
special occasions:
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to elle public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed information can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of thit Southern
railway or agents of connecting lanes
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexington, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wanbington, D. C.
•
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Lovisvilja, Ky.
G. B. ALL. A_ G. P. A., St.
Louis. M.

PortsMouth, N. H., Aug. 30.—In a
Nashua, N. H.,'Aug. 31.—Six young
statement prepared for The Associat- women, all bearing the name 'of
New York, Aug. 31.—A forty-two
Harrodsburg, Ky., Aug. 31.—The
ed Press Mir, Onishi, correspondent Grace Putnam, coming from diverse story hotel will soon
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
be constructed arginnenets are being made today in
of the Jiji Shitubo of Tokio, upholds parts of the country, are enjoying
a in Thirty-second street, west of the trial of Policeman William Button and rest; good service, good table,
and praises the action of his country two-weeks' stay here, and, with
five Proadoway, on the site of the old and Luther Herron, charged with kill good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
in yielding it the last to the world's others of the same name, are
to form "House ofi All Nations." When this ing Representative Sam C. Black and Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
peace.
a most uniuqe organizatiot The structure is completed it will be the Walter Stotts.
For other information apply to Jas.
"At last peace has beeteconcluded," young women are Miss Grace May highest hotel building in
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Policeman Britton's story was:
the world
be said. "After lingering between Putnam, Ashtabula, O.;'Miss
"I and Heron were sitting in the Brown, agent.
Grace and one ois the most' magnificent. The
peace and war for three weeks, I Sophia Putnam, Towanda, Pa., Miss Pennsylvania railroad terminal
when livery stable Stotts came down the
think the world will be delighted at Grace Edibel Putnam, Sutton, Mass.; finished will be only one-half
block street and said to young Vincent, a
this long-hoped for news. Especial- Miss Grace Lama Putnam, Weeds- distant from the hotel, and
it is ex- relative:
ly it is a great honor for the Amer-- port, N. Y.; Miss Grace Emma
"'Ain't these cops trying to arrest
Put- pected to furnish the hundreds of
con people, whose chief magistrate nam, Concord, N. H., and Miss Grace patrons necessary to make the big you? ,I'd like to see any
si—n, police
has been the initiator and main inspi- Ella Putnam, of this city.
Highest price paid for second-hand
hotel a success.
arrest you where I am.'
ration of this great event.
Five othdr "Graces," 'making the
Albert J. Adams, formerly known "I wilt up and said to Herron: 'Let's
"He has not only .succeeded in ac- total of eleven which will go to make as the "policy king," who recently arrest this man for swearing on the
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
complishing the remarkable task of up the list of merubership, are Miss wont to Mexico, saying he would tercet' Stotts reached for his
pistol,
intermediation between the belliger- Grace Alles 'Putnam, Lyons, N.
Yo spend the remainder of his days there but I was too quick for him. He grab
ents with which all other countries, Miss Grace Aurilla Putnam, Frank- and devote his large fortune to invest bed my pistol and Herron grabbed
despite their earnest desire fir peace linvilie, N. Y.; Mire „Grace A. Put- ment purposes for the benefit of the Stotts' right hand. Sam Blofk
ca.me
Buy anything and sell everything.
...HOTEL...
failed to do but also when the con- nam, Moline, III.; Miss Grace M. children, is at the head of a syndi- up with his gun out. I told' him to
218-220 Court street. Old phone 1316.
ference came to its critical stage and , Putnam, Stony Creek, N. Y.; and cate thal will conduct the operation put up his gun and to consider himNEAR MARION, KY.
W e were expecting its rupture at any Miss Grace Tower Putnam, Richfield and which has been already capital- silf under arrese. He said: 'G— d—
too
Room
Notel--High and Dry and
moment, he has rendered a very val- Springs, N. Y.
ized at $5,000,000.
eem, Bill Britton, whenever you get
Well
Ventilated.
uable assistance. The bringing of the
ready to do anything to me, cut
Correspondence 'between a number
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
two nations into final agreement is of these young women was brought
Leaves Management to Others.
YOUR VACATION.
Moving wagon in connection.
a brilliant success for .President abont by the mixing up of letters
It is understood he will not return
"I and Black were facing when a
-----------Roosevelt as well as for American i when three of them, all strangers, to this country even to see the struct-' shot passed through his face, but I
THE BEST OF HOTEL ACdiplomacy.
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
were staving in a small town in New ere when it shall have been complet- did not know who tired it. Black W. Mike
Oliver.
Geo. W. Oliver. BEST OF
"As to term, r am too yet in a Yosk. This is. the first time they ed, preferring to leave the building raised his pistol and I fired two shoes
LIFE GIVING WABenton, Ky.
Paducah, Ky. TERS.
and management thereof to others. at him and he fell. I then turned on
position to say much, for I do not have ever met.
Thos
B.
McGregory,
The plans have so far progressed Stotts, who was shooting at me, and
know the exact contents of these
The program of entertainment for
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
Benton, Ky.
terms yet. But, judging from what this week includes trips to Canoble that bids for the work will be adver- fired twice. He *11 to his knees and
FROG., HUNTING, FISHING,
we have heard already, I do not see Lake. to Lowell, Mass and Concord, tised ilor in a few days. The property I fired again, and then he fell to the
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
anything but a full satisfaction. Vs'r N. H., then to Lake Winnipesaukee, is situated 175 feet west of Sixth ave- pavemen, I fired five shots.
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSEhave gained almost everything we York Beach, Me., and Portsmouth, nue, at its juncture with Broadway, "Stotts and I were not co friendly
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
requested before this war. Our pre- N. H., and lastly ,a pilgrimage to in Thirty-second street. Its ground terms, the trouble dating back to
AND THE YOUNG,
ponderance in political, financial and Danvers Mass., where they will en-, dimensions are 125 ket width and 200 three years ago when I arrested
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
military rights has been acknowkdg- ter the old homestead of Gen. Israel feet depth, running ihrough to Thirty Stotts for gambling. He drew 'his
RAILROADS.
third street. Borings show that the pistol on me at that time."
ed.in Corea. Manchuria will be evsk- Putnam, of Revolutionary fame.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
best
of rock foundations can be found
Luther Herron:, the otter defend- OFFICES: Benton.
uated by‘Russia and Japan and shall
Most of the eleven members are of
Ky., rear bank
be open for the commerce of the the Methodist faith; all are brunettes within thirty feet of the present stir- ant, corroborated Britton'- testimony
Marshall
County;
Paducah, Ky.,
Awe
and
that a sky scraper unsur- regarding the main. facts. He also
world.
excpet one; several ace excelleft singRoom 114 Fraternity Building.
"These were the main causes of ers and members of church choirs; passed anywhere on earth can be said:
"I had a conversation with Black New Phone o4.
Old Phone 303.
the war and we have succeeded in all are between 20 and so years of built with absolute safety.
the night before the killing, in which
getting them all. Furthermore, Rus- age; all are unmarried and actively
Accommodations for 2,300.
black warned me to keep out of the
sia has yielded the Liaotung penin- engaged in lousiness.
There will be accommodations in tumble between, Britton and Stotts.
sole, including Port Arthur and Tathe hotel for 2,200 patrons, which will black said: 'Bill Britton will never be
lienwan, the railroad and half of Sak- SUBWAY TAVERN
make it the largest in the world in permitted to hurt Stotts where I
halin. AR of these will be of imIf you want your clothes cleaned,
BECOMES A SALOON
that 'respect. Five hundred single am.'"
mense value to Japan and we should
create an estate in an hour that would dyed or
repaired, take them to K. C.
be quite satisfied.
Bishop Potter's Place Shows That Towne with baths will be provided
and
in
every
suite
of parlor, bedroom Looking for the Exceptional Kan. require a long life to earn otherwise, Rose, 29 South Third street. I have
"I know there is some talk that JaRuin and Religion Will Not
end bath will be a refrigerating box
pan has. lost the fruits of war, just
the nicest line of samples for tints
for wines and provisions. All the beds
by protecting his life in the Northas she did ten years ago. Of course,
(Success.)
ere
to
be of brass and the furniture
in the city. Suits made to order.
it would be better for us if we could
Progressive employers are always
New York. Aug. 31.—The subway
get more, but when one considers the tavern, which was opened eleven will be of mahcgany. Another novel- looking for the exceptional man or western Mutual Life, the best comty will be iced water for drinking pur- woman,
probable result of the failure of this months ago, with an address by Bishthe one 'who can step out pany in America.
poses "laid on" in every room.
from the crowd and do things in an
E.. H.PURYEAR,
conference and reflect, that we would op Potter and the singing of the doxcrigival way, who can economize in
have had to go on with that horrible ology. closed its doors at midnight
The Age of Millions.
processes, who can facilitaate business
war, costing the lives of tens of for the last time as a "sanctified
ATTORNEY -AT-LAW,
They are always looking for the earthousands and millions of dollars, saloon." Today its proprietor 'will,
(Louisville Herald.)
General Manager
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
which is almost intolerable from the it is stated, sign over the place to a
In the age of millions we live. The marks of leadership, of superior ability. They are looking for the price
viewpoint of humanity and civiliza- man who has conducted the restau- world is in the first enjoyment
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
of its gresieve
employe with new ideas who
tion, it must be admitted that it is a rant on the premises. The newcomer young and exhaustless strength.
It can help them
New Phone 490.
to be more of a sucgreat day for Japan as well as for will take out the "water wagon" sign has come to know itself, to
realize its cess. They
know very well that they
SPECIALTIES;
‘and, after extensive alterations, will possessions, to measore its powers
the world.
"As it was only a question of run the piece as an ordinary saloon. and to apprehend its duties.• It must can get any number of auteenatons—
Abstracting of Titles,
money between the belligerents, why
While all those connected with the do everything on a large scale for a multitudes who will do a thing just
Insurance, Corporation and
well enough to keep their places—
SEND YOUR ROUGH
should we not sacrifice this amesunt, establishment 1.Vho could be seen last race that is numbered by tens
DRY
of mil- but they are looking
Real Estate Law.
for originality,
because we have not fought for mon- night were reticent concerning the lions, and for a planet just one
of individuality, for up-to-dat methods. LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
e
ey at the outset, but for principle? change, several employA in the tav- millions that borrow light from
the
Thus we have sacrificed the money ern explained that there had not been sun. The system large, its integral They want employes who can put TOILET SUPPLY
COMPANY,
qnestion willingly.
sufficient income from guiles to pay parte size up in proportion to the things 'through with vigor and determinat
ion,
without
lagging,
' whin- FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT"Indeed, for japan the principle running expenses. Instead of the whole. In ancient days one great
ing, apologizing, or asking gni-steins.
and honor is more valuable than the well known citizens who established empire sufficed for the world,
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
a Nothing can bar the advancement
of LESS WORK AND PROMPT DEmoney. I am sure the world will ap- the tavern drawing a 5 per cent. Sesostris or a Cyrus, or an Alexanemployes of this kind. Nobody can
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
preciate this noble motive of our gov- dividend, as they expected, it was dre or a Hannibal, or a Caesar
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
was
ernment for peace. Furthermore, if said that in the last six months they enough of his kind for the world, at keep them down'. If by chance some
we continue the war for the next half 'had been compelled so often to go one time. Not more than one great 'one above you is actually trying to
Columbia Building.
year we could easily obtain Money into theft pockets to make good a empire at. a time, could begone world keep you back, and should make you
more fruits of war. But we have deficit that they had become tired sustain. Assyria, Babylon, Persia, all *the more determined to get ahead.
Phon icon Red.
*serif/red all this. However, 'there is and wished to be rid of the tavern Macedonia and Rome succeeded each It is a pretty goeol indication that
there
some
is
reason $or his fear. and
no use to count the ears of dead entirely.
other in ancient, as Byzantium, Ven- that you have
material in you for a
boys."
When the tavern was. opened, in ice, Spain, Poland and Turkey have
better place. This should encourage
October, Nos, it was announced that in modern times, followed each other.
you to redouble your efforts no do
any pure liquors would be sold. One Now we have made powerful governSALMON EXONERATED.
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
your work so well, to stump such suroom was fitted up with a soda foun- ments and room for more. The Unit- periority
upon 'everything you touch, "King of Razors," has moved from Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, 120
No Wrongdoing in Connection With tain, where women might he served ed States is preponderant in the tr. acquaint yourself
so much better 408 Broadway to zo9 South
with beer. The caster walls of the Western Hemimphere, and so will re- than the
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Fourth
Label Company.
man who is trying it keep
street (red front) and wishes to wel
building were painted with texts of main. Britain is dominant in Africa you clown—t
o be so much plc:Learner,
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone 1692
Washington, Aug. 31.—The investi- scripture and highly-colored signs, and India. Germany leads all Con- -o much more
of alsatn, that it will come all his old friends and customgation of charges that Dr. D. E. Sal- but, on the words of one of the bar- tinental Europe. Russia spreads from be only a question
of time when you ers.
mon, cisief of the bureau of animal tender;, it was foun4 that "rum and the mouths of the Danube, in the far will get the position,
you are striving --industry of the department of agri- religion would not mix."
west, to the Sea of Okhotsk, in the for, or perhaps a 'butter one.
cultural, was a member of the Howdistant east. From blue Danube's
J. K. HENDRICK.
J. G. MILLER
81d Label company, of Washington, AUDITORIUM FOR
stream to Amur's frozen flood is a TRAGEDY IN
The real estate agents, has $:75,osie
WM. MARBLE.
THE
POSTOF
FICE
which has the contract to furnish
MILWAUKEE long look, but close by is China, with
worth of city property for sale and
inspection tags to the government,
it; four hundred millions of souls Postmaster of
Mackey,
Ind.,
Shot
thirty-fiv
and
e farms; also three safes.
was concluded yesterday, and that of- Merchant's Association Will Raise and an area of 4,218,400 square miles.
Killed Brother-in-Law.
Houses
for rent.
Necessary $350,000.
ficial completely exonerated of any,
Could the world, rejuvenated by
Telephone, old. r665.
wrongdoing It was determined also
science, art, discovery
and genius,
Princeton, Ind., Aug.' so—Thos.
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 3e—Con- think or talk in less'than millions? Mk-Cl
that his administration of the meat
eary, postmaster at Mackey,
cinced
that Milwaukee should have a The genius of commerce has spread tasty
nspection service had been as. fair
LAWYERS
shot and killed his brother-inas appropriations warranted. The in- lsoo,000 music halt and auditorium to a network of cables on ocean bed all law, Melville E.
Stuckey.
The
shootRooms
i, a and 3 Register Buildvestigation was conducted by Solici- replace the burned, exposition building around the sphere; the genius of in- ing was
done in the poetoffice. StuckATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
tor George P. McCabe. and approv- on the old site, the Merchants' and dustry has bound Continents together ey is a produce
Broadwa
ing,
523
1-2
y.
dealer
and
PADUCAH. KY.
had
been
Manufacturers' association has set by bands, of steel laid on rails cut in
ed by Secretary Wilson
drinking. After several quarrels last
General Practice.
about the work. Two hundred and ten thousand forest". The genius of night
Practice in all the courts of the
be was refused the loan of a
208-2Io Fraternity Building.
fifty thousand dollars will be raised human brotherhood brings men toKILS HIS WIFE AND
revolver by McCleary, as Stuckey state.
Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
Both phones 3t.
THEN COMMITS SUICIDE. by popular subscription, and the re- gether for consultation and mutual said he wanted
to kill someone with
mainder will be furdished by the city improvement from regions thousands
It.
4 Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 31.—William in acordance with the recently en- of miles apart.
Today Stuckey appeared at the
DR. W. C. ENBANKS,
Washingtion, a negro barber, after al- acted law.
Science is everywhere fighting dis- poseoffice and slashed
at McClary
most severing his wife's head from
ease, everywhere equipping man with with a drawn dirk-knif
(Homeopathist.)
e, yelling to
TRUEHEART
BUILDING.
her body with a razor, rut his own EQUITABLE STOPS PENSION more effective ageneiee of triumph,
him to say his prayers. McCleany
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 120.
throat. The double murder took
everywhere unfolding the wealth hid- drew a revolver and
Both phone s88 at the office, both
killed Stuckey
place in the 'outskirts of the city yes- Mrs. Hyde Will No Longer Draw den in bowels of mountain, in depths
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
at the first. shot.
Broadwa
Residenc
819
y.
e,
terday, and before aid could be
$25,000 a Year From Company.
of stream, in recess of forest.
7 to g a. m.; I to 3 p. m., 7 to g p. tn.
brooght both were dead. Jealousy
Individuals sigh and pant ond thirst
Phone
149.
HUNGA
RIAN
STRIKE
is said to have been the cause of the
New York, Aug. so—The board of for great deeds and great gains. But
BREAKERS
tragedy.
directors of the Equitable Life Asson- as the ocean vast is made of countance socitty today decided to abolish less drops and the desert measureless
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Wonderful Ball itecord.
the $25,000 pension now enjoyed by of numberrese sands, so great deeds Nifty Cause Trouble in the Lee County Coal Mines.
(Smithland (Ky.) Banner.)
OFFICE Tao NORTH FIFTH
Mrs. Henry B. Hyde, widow of the are made by every day's little deeds
Owingsville, Ky., Aug. 31.—John
The Hendrick club, the youngster; founder of the society; also to abolish combined and great gains by every
TELEPHONES
who average 15 years 'of age, have a the prospective pension of $01,ono to day's savings unto each other added. Richardson, president of the RichardPHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
son Coal company, and the L. C. Norrernerkable record, even though of Mrs. James W. Alexander, wife of
Office ssg
Residence ago
man & Son Coal company, all of
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
"yOungster" grade. The boys the former president, who recently
MAY
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NOBEL
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whose Lee county miners have been
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,
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for stating that there is a strong prob Virginia mines to break the strike.
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Shave Yourself

ABOUT THE PEOPLE

And Save $36.50 a Year.

Sherrill, Mr. W. A. Lawrence, Dr.
0. Wheeler and wife, Mr. T. J.' McFlwee and wife, Mr. W. L. Brainard
and Mrs. Samuel Plum.
Mr. J. W. Hawkins, of Vincennes,
is in the city.
Mr. J. S. Bleeker, who is to be
connected with the street railway
company after the transfer to its new
owners, has returned from a visit to
his home in Jamestown, R. I.
Mr. Thos. C. Leech returns today
from her visit to Canada and Chicago.

POPULAR WANTS

After a Day's Work

POR SALE—Iron safe 47x36x33.
'Miss, Pauline Roth is. at home from
• 45C
2,800 pounds. Phone 723-R or
weight
DROWN YOUR SORROW AND REFRESH YOUR
. 30c. a visit in Chicago.
address Cecil Reed.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Acker have reBODY WITH A GLASS OF THAT PERFECT BEER
75c. turned from Chicago and Waukesha,
cow.
ED--A
nutley
black
STRAY
$39.00 Wis.
52 weeks at 75c
Reward for her return or information
the
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Mrs. J. M. Walton returned yesterguarant
and
sell
We
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ee
Milwauk
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stay
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a
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day
. .
Saftey Razor
South Sixth street,
- • 50 and Chicago.
. .
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Bristol,
Bettie
75
Mrs.
•
•
Soap Stick
FOR RENT—A store house and
. . as is in the city on a visit to her sister,
WERE WHITEWASHED
Brush . . .
re-idence above, at 1103 South Third
n.
Coktna
G.
A.
Mrs.
street. Apply at 705 Kentucky
$2.00
Mr. Albert Young, the popular Aus The L. A. L.'s Proved Too Much avenue.
Saved $36.50 tralian tailor, employed by' Mr. W. J.
Again For the Benton Boys.
'a visit to
d
nrcen
returne
has
Dicke,
LOST—_A pony with the brand
No barber's itch, no contagious dis- Chicago.
Benton was whitewashed again "T. H. C." Wore bridle, saddle and
IT'S AN APPETIZER AND STIMULANT—A SPARKease.. Agents Gillet Safety Razor.
SanW.
G.
U. S. Deputy Marshal
Thursday afternoon at that place by dark blue blanket. Return to Mks.
LING, EXQUISITE BEVERAGE THAT MAKES EVders returned yesterday afternoon to the I. A. L.'s the score being 6 to o.
619 Kentucky avJoe
Fowler,
Capt.
come
will
He
,
.
his home in Mayfield
Benton secured the Brown brothers enue
ERYBODY SMACK HIS LIPS AND ASK FOR MORE
and receive reward. a
in again tomorrow
of Paris, Tenn., for their battery and
Mr. Harry Jones has been: ill for three players from Murray, Ky., but
FOR RENT: Second and third
the past several days with an attack were unable to do anything 'with floors of building on corner Third
ASK FOR BELVEDERE AND INSIST ON GETTING IT
the
fever.
being
hits
and
three
,
chills
of
delivery
Block's
delivand
for
Prescriptions called
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
Young Brindles', a well known best they could do. Interest was at
first floor suitable for business of*red to any part of the city.
of
ill
is
street,
Farky
young man of
fever heat and considerable money fice at very reasonable prices. H.
180.
Phones No.
fever. He has been quite sick for the changed hands on the result. Sands'
Mammen, Jr.
Cot. 4th and Broadway,
past two weeks.
three-bagger with two men on
Messrs. Joe Walker, Edgar Evitts bases, was the feature of the game.
KENTUCKY.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
PADUCAH,
and Phil Lindsey, of the local I. C. The L. A. L.'s secured eleven hits
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
, seven rooms, lasge recepdwelling
lorces, are in Chicago.
with two errors, while Benton piled tion hall, hot and cold water, good
Misses Myrtle Franklin and Flor- tip six errors. Gourieux caught a
Frday Morning, Sept i, 1905.
out buildings, nice yard with shade
ence Philly, of Marshall county, are nice game for the L. A. L's
trees. Wil sell on terms to suit pur.
Howard
Moffett
visiting Miss
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
em
News-D
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924
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ocrat, is
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York,
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The Kentucky Realty Co.,
enter school here.
Mrs. Arlie Grubbs, wife of Owen
THIS SERVICE.
berskity Building. Old phone 851.
Miss Jeanette Bernhard has return- Grubbs, of the Buchanan restaurant,
Paducah, Ky., September r, 1905.
a
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her
to
—Born, to Mks. W. A.
visit
a
after
Russel, Wm.
Chicago
ed to
Gibson, N. A.
You are hereby notified that all Anderson, Crawford.
died at a late hour Wednesday night
boy, yesterday morning.
Rust, G. W.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George Bernhard. of consumption. She was 19 years of persons owning, or having in their Albritton, E. W.
Green, Dr.
Calf for the "Blue School Lists"
Shelton, Dr.
MT. and Mrs. Allan Jorgenson, of age and a daughter of Wilse
possession, or under their control as Alloask, Oliver.
Hodges, N. A.
at Harbour's Book Dept.
Simmons, Sephous.
Evansville, are guests of Mr. and of this city. The deceased besides agent, guardian, or committee, exec- Barton & Parrot.
L
Q.
Jenes,
Buy your school books and sup- Mrs. Reuben Rowland.
Thomas, L.
her husband and several relatives at utor, administrator, curator, trustee, Balefftto Chas.
;lies early at Harbour's Book Dept.
IH.
Mason,
Thomas, H. K.
Miss Emily Upton will arrive in a
se,
or
The
,
otherwi
ioner
R.
,
J.
receiver
commiss
child.
Baldree
leaves an infant
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath, few weeks to visit her aunt, Mrs. D. Benton
Thomas, Dr.
Dick.
Mason,
le
personor
intangib
.
yestertangible
realty,
lidvea.rd
Barger,
Benton
to
shipped
was
body
6o9 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434 G. Murrell.
Thompson, J. T.
Monroe, J. W.
al property, on the 15th day of Sep- Ca
, B. B.
day afternoon for burial.
and New 761.
Tcmpson, R.
Mrs. Ecimonia Daniels leaves today
Murphy, A. H.
41k
A.
tember, are required on or before the
—During the month of August for Louisville after a visit of several
Thompson, Hazard.
assessJohn.
Nestler,
the
to
give
Ake.
Ia'th.
of
day
1st
October
The EaEles.
there wore 19 marriage licenses is- weeks to friends here. From Louison, Thomas.
Thomps
Otey, Dr.
The Eagles held an ineteresting ses- or a true and complete list of same, Donovan, J. A.
sued by the county clerk.
Townsend, H. M.
villa, she will go to New York to sion Wednesday night. The ;election with true cash value thereof, as of the Dosaett, G. W.
Otey, B.
—The 'trustees of the Carnegie li- Spend the winter.
Vs alters, Lee.
Parrot, Arcian.
of Dr. Horace Rivers, J. A. Cornet- 15th day of September, under oath, Fristoe, R. H.
brary did not meet last night as exWatford, J. B.
Dr. I. L. Shelton. cf Lone Oak, is sky and F. M. Ferryman as trustees upon forms to be furnished on appli- Fry, J. W.
Pryor, J. S.
pected. The meeting was deferred.
in the city.
Watkins, J. T.
Quisenberry, J. L.
was confirmed, Mr. James E. Berry cation by said assessor at his office, Garton, °B. F.
society of the
—The Ramsey
Judge Given Campbell has return- was initiated into the lodge and Mr. and that all merchants of the city Gsrton, W. A.
Whittemore, R. W.
Rives, S. 0.
Broadway Methodist church will give ed to St. Louis after a short visit
J. R. Patterson was eketed conduc- doing business for themselves or othTO
WE ARE ADDING MANY NEW CITY SUBSCRIBERS
a cake sale Saturday at L. B. Ogil- Lett._ He expects to move here with
in place of Frank ers shall in like manner and in addilodge
the
of
tor
WANT
YOU
ONE
vie & Co.'s
OUR LIST. IF YOU CANNOT FIND THE
his family about October 1.
Ju-st, resigned. The first reading was tion thereto, state the highest amount
CHIEF OPERATOR
Mr. and Mrs. James Cooper have
CALL
—The insurance adjusters have
to
is
merchlodge
and
wares,
.
The
goods,
in
value of
given the by-laws
made a settlement with Capt. Thomas returned to Hopkinsville after a visit meet every ‘Vednesday night at 7:30 andise owned or kept on hand for
Herndon. He received $6,000 on his here. They were accompanied by o'clock and the sick benefits were sale by said -merchants, during the
stock of tobacco and $800 on his Mrs. Lily Rieke Boyd and son, Masfixed at $7 a week for the first week three months next preceding such
steaming machine and fixtures.
ter Linn Boyd.
and $5 a week for seven weeks after- 15th day of September.
in
visiting
Miss Virginia Newall is
at -.
ward. with $5o for burial benefit.
Prompt attention to this will save
Tutu. Texas.
More Divorce Suits.
done 'towards the se- property owners additional cost.
was
Nothing
ay
yesterd
for
d
Dan McFadden returne
Lena Hale, colored, sues
lection of another hall room, and the
STEWART DICK, Assessor.
divorce from her husband John Hale. from a week's visit to St. Louis.
body will continue to use the Elks'
Office Room 9. City Hall.
last
leit
her
n
Mr. Charles Goodma
She asserts that he treated
tely.
hall
indefini
d. D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
Approve
cruelly, and asks only that he be en- night for Seattle, Wash., and CaliforMa.0
joined from molesting her.
Heavy Rain in the County.
Opening.
School
Miss Elizabeth Gregory returned
Flossie Ousley sue: for divorce
Mr. D. A Machen returned last
Dorian announces
J.
John
Mrs.
ay
yesterd
le
Louisvil
and
to her home in
from her husband George Ousley,
south part of the opening frA her private school on
the
in
trip
a
from
night
e Scott.
for the custory of her infant child. after a visit to Miss Marjori
the county and said that the heaviest
, September it, at her resiMisses Marine and Eva Bauer are rain that he has seen fall this year Monday
She says her husband abandoned her.
503 South Fourth. This is
dence,
These suits were filed yesterday in sojourning in Dawson.
ay afternoon. the fourth year of this popular
yesterd
Melber
at
fell
Mr. H. V. McKinney has returned
the circuit court.
It rained for fully two hours in tor- school. It is the only strictly prilo tvans.e.
from a
tents. Creeks were overflowed and vate schooi in the city and it has
Dr. C. M. Childress has returned considerable damage was done to the been a stitte-6 from the start. The
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e
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Notice to Coal Dealers.
boy baby at the Riverside hospital
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a
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d
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